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1) (West Indies) Thornton, John, A New Mapp of the Island of St.
Christophers being an Actuall Survey Taken by Mr. Andrew
Norwood. London: c. 1700. 48x58 cm. Map with outline color. Also on
the same sheet are 1) A New Mapp of the Island of Guardalupa and
2) A New Mapp of the Island of Martineca. Excellent condition, very
light crease at center fold. An early issue of this map, with the Thornton
imprint, not the later Mount & Page issue.
$950.00
2) (North America) Covens & Mortier, Carte du Mexique et de la
Floride des Terres Angloises et de Isles Antilles du Cours et des
Environs de la Riviere de Mississipi. Amsterdam: 1722. 19.5x23.5
cm. Original outline color, mild age toning and very mild soiling in
margins. Generally very good to excellent. This is the 1722 reissue, by
Covens and Mortier, of Delisle's landmark map of 1703. Secondary title
across the top: Tabula Geographica Mexicae et Floridae &c. The
Delisle map was the first to accurately map the mouth of the
Mississippi. Includes all of Mexico, Central America and West Indies.
Tooley, America, p. 23, #51.
$1,450.00
3) (Caribbean) Homann's Heirs, Mappa Geographica Complectens I.
Indiae Occientalis Partem Mediam Circum Isthmum Panamensem
II. Ipsumque Isthmum III. Ichnographiam Praecipuorum Locorum
& Portuum ad has erras Pertinentium. Paris: 1732. 29x49cm. Fine
D'Anville map, original color, of Caribbean and West Indies. Bird’s-eye
view of Mexico City at the bottom, and inset maps of Panama, St.
Augustine, Vera Cruz, and Santo Domingo at the corners. Light foxing
in central map, one mild crease, otherwise excellent.
$1,250.00

9) (Java) D'Apres de Mannevillette, Carte de l'Isle de Java, avec les
Isle es Banca, de Billiton, et Une Partie de Celles de Sumatra et de
Borneo. Paris: c. 1775. 48x67 cm. Uncolored chart of the island of Java,
with parts of the surrounding islands and including the Java Sea.
Includes the south coast of Borneo and east coast of Sumatra. Light
foxing, mild wear at edges, including two short tears in the top edge and
one short tear beyond rule along center fold. Good detail along coasts,
little inland.
$350.00
10) (United States) Sartine, Antoine de, comte d'Alby, Carte Reduite
des Cotes Orientales de l'Amerique Septentrionale Contenant
Partie du Nouveau Jersey, le Pensylvanie, le Mary-Land, la
Virginie, .... Paris: 1778. 57x84 cm. , Uncolored map of the east coast
of what would become the United States, from southern New Jersey to
the Georgia boundary with Florida. Uncolored. Very good condition,
with some repairs and restoration, particularly at lower left. An
important and rare map, often mistaken for a sea chart. Published by
Depot de la Marine. OCLC 16617587. For an image, see North Carolina
Maps, dc.lib.unc.edu/cdm/ ref/collection/ncmaps/id/62.
$3,500.00

4) (North America) Lotter, Tobias Conrad, Mappa Geographica
Regionem Mexicanam et Floridam Terrasque Adjacentes ue et
Anteriores Americae Insulas.. Augsberg: 1740. 19.5x22.5 cm. Map of
what became the United States with all of Mexico and Central America
with the West Indies and northwestern coast of South America. Full
original color, minor very light soiling at top left corner, three very
small early worm holes. Overall a very good copy. 4 inset maps, of the
Gulf of Darien, Havana, Cartagena, and Vera Cruz. Pirated by Lotter
from a map by Delisle, this is among the earliest maps to make a
pretense of accurate mapping of the Texas and New Mexico interiors.
Martin & Martin, plate 18, Cumming 137, Lowery 328.
$1,650.00
5) (Celestial) Doppelmayr, Johann Gabriel, Phaenomena Circa
Quantitatem Dierum Artificialium et Solarium Perpetuo
Mutabilem .... Nuremberg: c. 1740. 48x57 cm. Uncolored celestial
chart consisting of seven smaller charts along the sides and bottom
surrounding a chart showing various aspects of earth's orbit. Decorative
scene at top. Light soiling and age toning, mild crease near center fold at
bottom.
$500.00
6) (Belgium) Homann Heredibus, Comitatus Namur Tabula
Geographica ex Mappis Frixianis Depromta .... Nuremburg: 1746.
50x58 cm. Detailed map of the area around the Belgian town of Namur,
on the Meuse River southeast of Brussels. Very good condition, with a
light stain near the upper center fold. Full color.
$300.00
7) (Australia) Cook, Capt. James, Carte de la Nle. Galles Merid. ou
de la Cote Orientale de la Nle. Hollande Decouverte et Visitee par le
Lieutenant J. Cook Commandant de l'Endeavour,. Paris: 1774.
38x79 cm. Uncolored chart of the east coast of Australia from the
French edition of Cook's First Voyage. Good condition, with mild wear
at bottom and right edges, right and left edges trimmed close. Oriented
with north to the right. The first map of the the whole eastern Australia
coast, from Cape Howe in the south (left) to Cape York in the north, and
including Botany Bay and Port Jackson along the coast.
$650.00
8) (Canada) Jefferys, Thomas, An Exact Chart of the River St.
Laurence. London: 1775. 58x94 cm. Map removed from The
American Atlas, this is an excellent copy with no discoloration or tears.
One small hole at a fold junction. Original outline color. Inset plans of
The Travese or Passage from Cape Torment into the South Channel
of Orleans Island and The Road of Tadousac. This is the definitive
18th century map of the St. Lawrence river, first published in 1755.
Fourth state, Stevens & Tree 76(d).
$1,350.00

11) (Revolutionary War) Eliot, J. B., Carte du Theatre de la Guerre
actuel entre les Anglais et les Trieze Colonies Unies de l'Amerique
Septentrionale dresse par J.B. Eliot .... Paris: 1781. 70x54.6 cm. , A
fine example of J. B. Eliot's map of the United States, the first state of
which is generally regarded as the earliest map to include the title
‘United States'' on a printed map, with additional annotations in a
contemporary hand. The present example is the second state of the map,
with details of the battles fought during the American Revolution from
the ‘Affaire de Bunker hill 17, Juin’, 1775 to the ‘Camp du General
Washington’ in 1781, with a manuscript additions below it noting the
‘Surrender of L. Cornwallis 19 Cot. at York river.’
Eliot's map, which was drawn from American sources not previously
utilized on any printed map, is generally regarded as the first printed
map to bear the name of the United States (''Etats Unis''). The map
translates from the French as ‘Map of the Actual Seat of War between
the English and the Thirteen Colonies' of North America, as described
by J.B. Eliot, an 'Engineer of the United States'.’ In an excellent essay
on the map by Margaret Pritchard and Henry Taliaferro (Degrees of
Latitude, Map 58), the importance of the map and Eliot, its mysterious
maker are discussed at greater length. ‘The MAP of the theater of war
between Great Britain and America by J.B. Eliot is important because

of its title, les Trieze Colonies Unies de l'Amerique Septentrionale,
may include the first reference on a map to the United States. The
cartographer was identified as Ingenieurs des Etats Unis. On
November 15, 1777, the Continental Congress selected ‘The
United States of America,’ as the name of the thirteen colonies that
formed a government under the Articles of Confederation. One
month later, French authorities learned of the victory at Saratoga
and decided to recognize American independence. By January 8,
French foreign minister, Charles Gravier, Comte de Vergennes,
informed American envoys that France was ready to engage in an
alliance. It is not surprising that the name United States was first
mentioned on a map published in Paris in 1778.’

18) (France) Carey, Mathew, France Divided into Circles and
Departments. Philadelphia: 1814. 40x45 cm. Map from Carey's
General Atlas, original full color by department. Laminated in
transparent archival paper which would be professionally
removable. Good condition.
$175.00

The present example of the map is the second state of the map,
which includes a slightly revised title and significant additions,
primarily in New Jersey and Pennsylvania, in the area around
Valley Forge and Trenton. Both states of the map are very rare.
We can find no record of the second state of the map appearing on
the market at auction or a dealer catalogue. The first state of the
map last appeared at a Sotheby's London auction in 1998, where
the map was described as one of only 6 known examples. AMPR
notes no examples on the market in the past 30 years in dealer
catalogs.
$18,500.00

20) (Louisiana) Carey, Mathew, Louisiana. Philadelphia: 1814.
31.5x35.9 cm. Map from Carey's General Atlas, original outline
color. Modern backing, light chipping at edges. One tear restored
at top right. Minor soiling at bottom. Color does not delineate the
various parishes.
$500.00

12) (West Indies) Sayer, Robert, Chart of the West Indies
(Western portion only). London: 1786. 69.5x51.5 cm. Western
section only of a scarce chart of the West Indies from Sayer's
general atlas. There is no title or cartouche on this sheet. Shows
much of Cuba, all of Florida and the Gulf Coast of Louisiana, and
all of Central America from the Yucatan south to the Bay of
Panama. Very good, with light offsetting and age-toning. $1,250.00

22) (New Hampshire) Carey, Mathew, The State of New
Hampshire, Compiled Chiefly from Actual Surveys by Samuel
Lewis, 1813. Philadelphia: 1814. 44.6x28.2 cm. Map from Carey's
General Atlas, original full color. Modern backing. Considerable
staining and discoloration, particularly in the margins and in the
top third of the map. In spite of this, this is still quite a
representative copy of this map, in scarce original color. $175.00

13) (Vermont) Whitelaw, James, Map of the State of Vermont.
n.p.: 1809. 45x29.2 cm. Uncolored map in good condition, with
small holes at earlier fold junctions. Though not identified as such,
this is likely from a copy of Williams' Natural and Civil History
of Vermont. Reduced from Whitelaw’s larger map of Vermont,
first published in 1796.
$750.00

23) (North America) Carey, Mathew, A New and Accurate Map
of North America, from the Best Authorities. Philadelphia:
1814. 38x30 cm. Map from Carey's General Atlas, original full
color. Modern backing, chipping and light staining in margins,
some damage near center fold. Wheat 314.
$200.00

14) (Philadelphia) Barralet, John James, View of the Water
Works at Centre Square Philadelphia. Philadelphia: c. 1810.
30x51 cm. First state. Fine condition, with only two very short
tears. Stipple engraving by Cornelius Tiebout. Barralet was an
Irish artist who came to Philadelphia about 1795. This is among
the finest examples of his work. This water works was located in
the center of Philadelphia, at what is now Broad and Market
Streets, the site of Philadelphia City Hall. The print is dated by the
statue by Benjamin Rush seen here, Nymph of the Schuylkill,
erected in 1809 and the smoke billowing from the building. The
steam engine inside was shut down in 1815.
$2,500.00
15) (England) Carey, Mathew, An Accurate Map of England
and Wales with the Principal Roads from the Best Authorites.
Philadelphia: 1814. 36x32 cm. Map from Carey's General Atlas,
original full color by county. Encased in nearly transparent
archival paper, professionally removable. Very wide margins, light
soiling along center fold.
$150.00
16) (Europe) Carey, Mathew, Europe. Philadelphia: 1814. 40x46
cm. Map from Carey's General Atlas, original full color by
country. Encased in transparent archival paper which would be
professionally removable. Generally good, with one hole in what is
now Serbia. Wear along center fold, some loss in right margin, not
extending into printed surface.
$150.00
17) (Europe) Carey, Mathew, Sweden, Denmark, Norway and
Finland from the Best Authorities. Philadelphia: 1814. 33x36
cm. Map from Carey's General Atlas, original full color by
country. Laminated in nearly transparent archival paper,
professionally removable. Very wide margins, light soiling along
center fold. Inset map of Iceland.
$150.00

19) (Germany) Carey, Mathew, Germany. Philadelphia: 1814.
40x45 cm. Map from Carey's General Atlas, original full color by
principality. Encased in nearly transparent archival paper which
would be professionally removable. Generally good condition,
some splitting along center fold with no loss. Light soiling at right
and bottom margin.
$150.00

21) (Massachusetts) Carey, Mathew, The State of
Massachusetts. Philadelphia: 1814. 32x46 cm. Map from Carey's
General Atlas, original full color. Modern backing, light wear.
Bright, crisp color. Staining in margins, virtually entirely outside
of the plate line.
$400.00

24) (North Carolina) Carey, Mathew, North Carolina.
Philadelphia: 1814. 28.8x47.8 cm. Map from Carey's General
Atlas, original full color. Modern backing, light wearand very light
staining on surface. Torn and repaired along center fold, with light
chipping below plate line.
$500.00
25) (South America) Carey, Mathew, A Map of Brazil, Now
Called New Portugal. Philadelphia: 1814. 45x35 cm. Map from
Carey's General Atlas, original full color. Good condition, some
staining in margins. Laminated in transparent archival paper,
professionally removable. Light staining in margins.
$150.00
26) (South America) Carey, Mathew, A Map of the Caracas.
Philadelphia: 1814. 31x52 cm. Map from Carey's General Atlas,
original full color by state. Encased in nearly transparent archival
paper which which would be professionally removable. Good
condition with one chip out near the center fold.
$150.00
27) (South America) Carey, Mathew, Peru. Philadelphia: 1814.
39x27 cm. Map from Carey's General Atlas, original full color.
Encased in nearly transparent archival paper which which would
be professionally removable. Good condition. Inset of the eastern
part of the country.
$150.00
28) (World) Carey, Mathew, A Chart of the World, According
to Mercator's Projection. Philadelphia: 1814. 36x46 cm. Map
from Carey's General Atlas, original full color. Encased in
professionally removabletransparent archival paper. Some staining
and very light chipping, most apparent in the left and bottom
margins. A most unusual world map as it centers on the longitude
of eastern Australia rather than either Europe or America which
were far more standard.
$650.00
29) (Alabama/Georgia) Melish, John, Map of the Seat of War
among the Creek Indians. Philadelphia: 1815. 43x49 cm. From

the second edition of Melish's Military Atlas. Original outline color.
Separations at two fold junctions. Shows the northeastern corner of
Mississippi Territory (now Alabama) and northwestern area of Georgia,
delineating the area of conflict with the Creek Indians. This is one of the
very few detailed maps of any area of Alabama before its statehood in
1818. Good detail, hills and rivers clearly defined.
$3,000.00
30) (Canada) Melish, John, Map of the River St. Lawrence and
Adjacent Country from Williamsburg to Montreal. Philadelphia:
1815. 43x60 cm. , From second edition of Melish's Military Atlas.
Outline color. Split and repaired along one vertical fold, with some loss
(not of printed area) along that fold. Shows much of northern New York
State, including the northern portion of Lake Champlain, along with the
southern areas of what are now western Quebec and eastern Ontario.
This is among the earliest collaborations between John Melish and
Henry Tanner.
$750.00

updated view of the city. Compared to Folie’s original of 1794, the
growth of the city is evident. Besides having many more references, the
intersection of Broad and High (i.e. Market) Streets shows the more
familiar Centre Square as layed out by Benjamin Henry Latrobe.” The
copy of this map at the Snider Sale in 2008 brought $13,200. The 1794
first edition brought $11,400 at that sale.
$9,500.00

31) (Connecticut/Long Island) Damerum, William, Map of the
Southern Part of the State of New York Including Long Island, the
Sound, the State of Connecticut, part of the State of New Jersey and
Islands Adjacent. New York: 1815. 71.2x58.8 cm. Case map in superb
condition. Original ¼ leather folder with plain boards. One (of two)
original string ties. Dissected and backed with original linen, light
foxing to linen. Outline color. The map is bright and crisp, with
outstanding color. A brilliant copy of one of the landmark maps of
Connecticut and Long Island of the 19th century. Beautifully engraved
by Peter Maverick. Stephens (The Mavericks) 1121, second state with
‘Schyler's copper mines.’ Streeter 900, Thompson 57.
$15,000.00
32) (Europe) Brue, H., Carte Encyprotype de L'Europe. Paris: 1816.
150x110.4 cm. Wall map in good to very good condition, original linen,
with original rods. Several short tears repaired, long horizonal crack
with no loss. Light age toning. Outline color by country. Shows from
Iceland to the northern tip of the Persian Gulf and including the Caspian
Sea, from Morocco to western Siberia. A most interesting, large map of
Europe in the aftermath of the Battle of Waterloo and the final defeat of
Napoleon. The map is among the earliest to reflect the results of the
Congress of Vienna, with the German Confederation extending south,
through the Austrian Empire, to the Adriatic Sea.
$2,500.00
33) (Philadelphia) Folie, A.P. & Desilver, Robert, Plan of
Philadelphia. Philadelphia: 1819. 65x65 cm. Restored map of
Philadelphia, reprinted by Desilver in 1819 from original plate of 1794.
Many additions and corrections. Modern linen backing, light cracking,
generally excellent appearance. A very scarce map, in either the first or
this second edition, it is one of the See Snyder (City of Independence)
152b. Snider Sale 237: “Folie’s map of 1794 was published as late as
1819 after the plate had come into the hands of one of the first
antiquarian booksellers of Philadelphia, Robert DeSilver. Desilver,
however, greatly improved the map to provide the public with an

34) (Mountains) Morse, H., Comparative View of the Heights of the
Principal Mountains, &c. in the World. Boston: 1820. 50x62 cm.
Print in the format of a wall map, Original rods, modern linen backing.
Varnish removed, fine condition. An early separately issued copy of this
print, which was later used, in many different version, as a frontispiece
or illustration in a wide variety of atlases. Published by Cumming &
Hilliard in Boston, styled as the First American Edition from the Last
English. Almost 200 mountains are depicted, divided into peaks in the
Western and Eastern Hemispheres, with heights shown. Volcanoes are
also clearly delineated.
$2,350.00
35) (New England) Tanner, Henry S., Map of the States of Maine,
New Hampshire, Vermont, Massachusetts, Connecticut and Rhode
Island.. Philadelphia: 1820. 52x63 cm. From Tanner's American Atlas.
Small split along center fold, clean tear below center fold in New
Hampshire & Vermont. Full original color by county. Light soiling at
right side. This map, has a distinctive title cartouche at the lower right

showing boats alongside a coastal tower of rocks containing the title. A
classic, very attractive, map of New England.
$1,250.00
36) (World) Le Count, Sarah A., [Double-Hemisphere Map of the
World]. New Rochelle,NY: c. 1820. 32x51 cm. Manuscript map of the
world, uncolored, in pen and ink, by a student, probably about 12 years
old. Very well done, with good detail. Sarah LeCount's name and
location are given on a strip of paper across the bottom, though the
exact date has torn off over time. In a late 19 th century (?) frame. Sarah
LeCount was born in 1809 to a prominent New Rochelle family. A
street in the city is named for the family.
$2,000.00
37) (New York State) Finley, A., Map of the State of New York.
Phildelphia: 1824. 54x42 cm. Folding map in original leather folder,
detached. Hand-colored, faded. Linen-backed. Profile of Erie Canal.
Despite the light wear, a very good copy of a scarce map of New York
State which conicided with the opening of the Erie Canal.
$850.00
38) (Atlantic Ocean) Victoria, Don Guadalupe, Carta General del
Oceano Atlantico Septentrional .... Mexico City: 1825. 57x91 cm.
Uncolored chart of the north Atlantic Ocean, from the Equator north to
include all of England and Ireland. Many soundings along the coasts.
Extensive identification of the towns, rivers, and bays along all coasts,
notably along the coast of the United States and Canada. This map
appears to have been taken from a map by Aaron Arrowsmith,
republished in Mexico by its first president.
$850.00

Lawrence River. Profiles at top of the Erie (Western) canal and the
Northern Canal which ran from Troy north to connect with Lake
Champlain. 2 copies found, at Historical Society of Pa. and University
of Virginia. An excellent snapshot of the development of canals in the
Northeast, just before the dawn of the railroad age. A very scarce
pocket map showing the earliest stages of the growth of canals around
the northeastern United States, with canal routes shown in New York,
Pennsylvania, New Jersey, and Massachusetts.
$1,500.00
41) (New England) Hale, Nathan, Map of the New England States,
Maine, New Hampshire, Vermont, Mass... Boston: 1826. 99x111.6
cm. Dissected and mounted case map on original linen. Outline color
by county. Fine map of the New England states with an inset of
Northern Maine. Scattered light to moderate foxing, overall near fine
condition. Very good topographical detail. An excellent, scarce, and
important map of New England, the first large map of the whole region
since the Jeffreys map of the mid-18th century. Hale was the nephew of
his Revolutionary War namesake. Phillips p.472.
$4,750.00
42) (United States) Huntington, E. & Willard, A., Map of the United
States Compiled from the Latest Authorities. Hartford: 1826.
67.5x40 cm. Small wall map restored with original rods and modern
linen, varnish removed. Still shows signs of rubbing and wear,
particularly towards the bottom of the map. This is one of the relatively
few maps of this period which shows to the Pacific Ocean, though there
is a large table of distances which camouflages of the lack of detailed
geographic knowledge west of the Rockies. Oregon Territory is
unobscured. 4 inset maps plus a view of the Capitol in Washington at
bottom. Very mild staining & cracking. Not in Phillips.
$1,850.00
43) (Ohio/Indiana/Illinois/Michigan) Finley, Anthony, Map of the
States of Ohio, Indiana & Illinois and Part of Michigan Territory
Compiled from the Latest Authorities. Philadelphia: 1827. 42x52
cm. Folding map in original roan folder, title gilt on front. Near mint
condition. Trimmed close at the bottom, affecting the imprint line, to fit
the map into the folder. The map is from the same plate as the
comparable map in Finley's American Atlas. Bright, full color by
county. A brilliant copy of an early map of the old Northwest, including
a large portion of Michigan with all of Saginaw Bay. Michigan contains
only 11 counties. Illinois is largely undeveloped north and east of
Springfield, with the southern counties of Fayette, Edgar and Clark
extending far into the north. An extension of Edgar County runs
northeast to Lake Michigan and includes Chicago and Fort Dearborn.
Karpinski 99. Pastedown slip dated 1828.
$3,250.00

39) (New York State) Lay, Amos, Map of the State of New York
with Parts of the States of Pennsylvania and New Jersey. New York:
1825. 126.7x127 cm. Wall map, restored, varnish removed, original
wooden rods. Includes much of Pennsylvania and New Jersey. Revised
edition. Outline color by county. Includes contemporary wooden box.
A beautiful example of early 19th century American cartography, it still
retains some of the rustic primitive charm of 18th century American
cartography. Phillips p.509.
$5,250.00
40) (United States - East) Goodrich, A. T., Map of the Northern &
Eastern Section of the United States. New York: 1825. 55x65 cm.
Folding pocket map in excellent condition. Original leather folder with
“Travellers Manual for the Northern & Eastern States” stamped on
front. Outline color by state. Shows from Pennsylvania to central
Maine. Also has detail in Canada along Lake Ontario and the St.

44) (United States) Lay, Amos, Lay's Map of the United States. New
York: 1827. 130x150 cm. First edtion, dated May, 1827. Recently

restored, with modern linen backing. Original rollers. Outline color by
state in some places, by county in others. Inset map of Florida. This is
among the earliest maps to identify Austin's settlement in Texas.
Striking on this map is the large decorative title with a cartouche of an
American eagle over it. This is a fine example of an early 19 th century
American wall map, done in a most decorative style. Lay’s maps are all
very scarce. Born in 1765, his earliest known map was of the northern
portion of New York State, in collaboration with Arthur J. Stansbury.
Issues of this map of the United States, first published in 1819, have
been seen with dates as late as 1836.
$7,750.00
45) (London) Bumpus, John, A New Map of London and Its
Environs, 1829. London: 1829. 38x73 cm. , Small wall map, with
original rods and linen backing, of the immediate area around London.
Good to very good condition, with a horizontal crack, light chipping at
the sides, and a light stain at top right. At the bottom is a ‘Consulting
Index to Cooke's New Plan of London, Westminster, and the Borough
of Southwark’ which has 21 columns listing streets and buildings. It is
very unusual to see a map like this as a wall map. Most often, they are
seen as folded maps with slipcases. See Howgego 306, which lists
issues of 1827, 1828 and 1830, but not 1829. Howgego give the title as
‘A New Plan of London ...’, not ‘A New Map ...’ as here.
$950.00
46) (New York State) Burr, David M., Map of the County of
Clinton. Ithaca: 1829. 42.7x40 cm. Double-page map from first edition
of Burr's monumental Atlas of New York State. Wide margins. Light
offsetting.
$200.00
47) (New York State) Burr, David M., Map of the County of
Jefferson. Ithaca: 1829. 46x53.3 cm. Double-page map from first
edition of Burr's Atlas of New York State. Outline color by town,
lightly faded.
$300.00
48) (Pennsylvania) Finley, Anthony, Pennsylvania. Philadelphia:
1829. 32x47 cm. Folding map in original 12mo. leather folder, lacking
front board. Several small tears along folds. Full color by county with
major rivers and canals highlighted in red and proposed canals in blue.
An earlier issue of this map does not anme many of the canals. $400.00
49) (Pennsylvania) Finley, Anthony, Pennsylvania. Philadelphia:
1829. 32x47 cm. Folding map in original leather folder, excellent
condition. Several small tears along folds. This scarce map was one of
four maps which also appeared as a double-page map in later issues of
Finley's General Atlas. 1829 was the first year these double-page maps
were included. Engraved by J. H. Young. This is an early issue of this
map which does not highlight the canals in color and does not name
many of the waterways, including the Chesapeake & Ohio Canal which
appears on a later issue.
$750.00
50) (Ohio/Michigan) Finley, Anthony, Map of Ohio and the Settled
Parts of Michigan 1830. Philadelphia: 1830. 46x32 cm. Folding map
bound into a small notebook, not the usual folder. Clearly, this copy was
designed as a pocket map, printed on banknote paper, not as an atlas
map. Good condition, with splits at some fold junctions and along two
short folds. Full color by county. Shows all of Ohio and the southeastern
corner of Michigan. According to Karpinski 109, this is the first edition
of this map which was reissued in 1832, 1833 and 1834 for inclusion in
Finley's General Atlases. Also bound into this notebook is a copy of
Williams’ 1830 Map of New York State.
$2,500.00
51) (New England) Mitchell, S. Augustus, Map of Maine, New
Hampshire, & Vermont. Philadelphia: 1831. 53.2x42.9 cm. Wall map
with original rods and linen backing. Significantly age-toned, though
generally very good condition. A scarce small wall map from Mitchell's
first year as a map publisher. This map is taken from the same map
which appeared in Mitchell's American Atlas (a successor to Anthony
Finley’s issue) and had also been published as a pocket map. $1,250.00
52) (Religious Print) Robinson, Lewis, The Resurrection of Jesus
Christ. [Reading, Vt]: 1831. 46x70 cm. Very scarce religious print by
Lewis Robinson, better known for his cartographic efforts. Presented in
the style of a wall map, backed with linen and with wooden rollers top
and bottom. Full hand color. Very good condition, with one short crack

near the top and bubbling. Mild age-toning. The print depicts Christ
rising, having emerged from his tomb, with soldiers recoiling in awe in
the foreground. Records of Robinson's business indicate that his
salesmen sold 5995 maps, but only 533 prints, which bore his imprint.
(See Ristow p. 272.)
$700.00
53) (United States) Mitchell, S. Augustus, Travelers Guide through
the United States. Philadelphia: 1832. 16mo. Folding map, Very good
condition, with small tape repairs at left side of the map. The scarce
first edition of what proved to be a long-lived series of maps. Issued
with with statistical chart bound in, before text accompaniment began in
1836. This is the first wholly original publication by Mitchell who
began map publishing in 1831 by selling maps and atlases first issued
by Anthony Finley. Also important is that this first edition of the
Travelers Guide was probably the first American cartographic work to
employ steel engraving. A keystone work in American cartography. See
Ristow p. 304. Thomson 638.
$1,500.00
54) (United States) Young, J. H., Map of the United States.
Philadelphia: 1833. 111x88 cm. Wall map, with top roller only.
Restored, backed with modern linen. Full color by state. Population
table by county. Extends to Missouri. Insets of the vicinities of seven
cities and Niagara Falls, charts of mountain heights and river lengths.
Large inset map of North America. Michigan still a territory. As with
many early Mitchell publications, this map was first issued by Anthony
Finley. A good copy of a classic map of the United States.
$1,750.00
55) (Pennsylvania) Young, J. H., The Tourist's Pocket Map of
Pennsylvania Exhibiting Its Internal Improvements, Roads,
Distances, &c.. Philadelphia: 1834. 32x38 cm. Folding map in original
green leather, rebacked. Excellent condition with repairs at somef folds,
minor loss in Pike County. Published by S. Augustus Mitchell. Profile
of the Pennsylvania Canal at the top, of the Lehigh & Schylkill Coal
Regions and Vicinity of Philadelphia at the botom. Full color by county.
This is an early printing of this map, first published in 1831. $1,000.00
56) (Indiana) Mitchell, S. Augustus, Tourist's Pocket Map of the
State of Indiana. Philadelphia: 1835. 31x37 cm. Folding map in
original leather folder, excellent condition. Updated from an 1833 issue.
Hand-colored by county. Steamboat & population tables. Most of the
northern part of the state is unorganized into counties.
$1,000.00
57) (Railroad) Mitchell, S. Augustus, Compendium of the Internal
Improvements of the United States; Comprising General Notices of
All of the Most Important Canals and Railroads ... Philadelphia:
1835. Folding map in original gilt-stamped leather, spine repaired. Map
lined. Scattered staining, relativelly heavy at foreedge near the front,
generally very good condition. 84, [4] pp. folding map. A fine early
guide to American internal improvements, considerably scarcer than
Mitchell's Travelers Guide series of the same time period. The map
here, entitled Mitchell's Map of the United States; Showing the
Principal Travelling, Turnpike and Common Roads, is not the same
as was including in the Travelers Guide. It shows roads, railroads and
canals, completed and proposed. It shows to eastern Texas and has eight
inset maps of the vicinities of major cities at the bottom right. Thomson
1063, Howes M686 (saying the map was not in all copies.) $1,250.00
58) (Religion) Bridgham, Lewis, Worship God and Keep His
Commandments. Boston: 1835. 72x61 cm. Decorative religious wall
hanging, in the form of a wall map, linen-backed and lacking bottom
rod. Features a circle with 8 large uncolored vignettes, each surrounded
by a colored wreath with flowers. These vignettes encircle a printing of
the Ten Commandments. At the bottom are explanations of these 8
vignettes each of which demonstrates a line from Scriptures. Light agetoning, small stain at right side.
$500.00
59) (United States) Robinson, Lewis, Map of the United States.
Reading, Vt.: 1835. 121x99 cm. Wall map, restored, with original rods
and modern linen backing. Varnish removed. A fine, restored copy of a
very scarce map by one of the great overlooked mapmakers of the 19 th
century. Full color by state. Resembles the Amos Lay U.S., though
reduced. Closer examination reveals that these are very different maps.
Robinson was based in Vermont and did most of his work there, though

he spent a few years in the late 1830’s publishing maps in Akron, Ohio.
His brother-in-law, Samuel Manning, published some maps in Akron in
the 1840’s under his own name. Robinson also published several large
prints, mostly of a religious nature. See Ristow p.272.
$8,250.00

74) Burr, David M., Map of the County of Niagara. Not removed
from an atlas. Printed on much thinner paper and folded
. $225.00
75) Burr, David M., Map of the County of Onondaga.

$400.00

60) (Illinois) Mitchell, S. Augustus, Tourist's Pocket Map of the State
of Illinois ... Philadelphia: 1836. 38.5x32 cm. Folding map in original
leather folder, fine condition, small separations at some fold junctions.
Full color by county. Large inset map of the Lead Mine Region in the
northwest part of the state. Northern areas of the state, particularly
above Chicago, are undeveloped and not in any county.
$1,250.00

76) Burr, David M., Map of the County of Orleans.

$200.00

77) Burr, David M., Map of the County of Oswego.

$200.00

78) Burr, David M., Map of the County of Seneca.

$200.00

61) (Massachusetts) Graham, J.D. & Topographical Engineers, Map
of the Extremity of Cape Cod ... Washington: 1836. 176.5x144 cm. 4part map with chipping at edges. Minor loss in margin of top right sheet
extending into neat line border. Dissected. Published by the government
as one of its large-scale maps which was not published in the serial set.
Map was drawn by Washington Hood. Excellent detail of waters around
Provincetown and the end of Cape Cod. Guthorn p.158
$1,750.00

80) Burr, David M., Map of the County of Wayne.

62) (Virginia) Young, J. H., Tourist's Pocket Map of the State of
Virginia. Philadelphia: 1836. 32x36 cm. Folding map, lacking folder.
Full color by county. Backed with later linen. Good condition, with
Congressional districts delineated in a manuscript hand. Inset map of
Washington. Table of steamboat routes and listing of Virginia stage
coach routes. Updated from a map copyrighted in 1834. Clearly shows
canals and railroads. Published by S. Augustus Mitchell.
$750.00
63) (England) Heather, William, To the Merchants and Masters of
Vessels .. This Chart of the East Coast of England and Scotland
from Humber to Aberdeen Is Most Respectfully Dedicated. …
Additions to 1834 & 7. London: 1837. 62x79 cm. Sea chart with modern stiff backing. Scattered minor loss from chipping, mostly in the
bottom margin. Revised issue, published by J. W. Norie, of a chart of
the east coast of northern England and southern Scotland first published
in 1832. Lighthouses shown in color. 4 insets, of the River Tyne, Course
of River Humber, Holy Island, and Aberdeen Road.
$425.00
64) (Massachusetts) Brown and Parsons, Massachusetts, Connecticut
& Rhode Island. Hartford: 1838. 50x39 cm. Hand colored pocket map
in original case. Full color by county. Areas of New York State (east of
the Hudson River) are uncolored. Original full leather folder, soiled and
worn. Paste-down slip well worn with some loss. Map is generally very
good with three small insect holes. Full color by county. Statistical
table , with populations by county, at bottom middle. Brown and
Parsons pubished maps for a short period only in the 1830’s and their
productions are quite scarce. Not in Thompson.
$500.00
The following 19 maps are from an 1839-40 issue of David Burr’s
landmark Atlas of New York State, first published in 1829 and reissued by Stone & Clark of Ithaca. Each map is brightly hand-colored
by town and is accompanied by a leaf of informational text about the
county. Each sheet measures 57x45 cm., though the exact size of the
image on the sheet varies from map to map.
65) Burr, David M., Map of the Counties of Ontario and Yates.
$200.00
66) Burr, David M., Map of the County of Allegany.

$200.00

67) Burr, David M., Map of the County of Cayuga. Double page.
$200.00
68) Burr, David M., Map of the County of Chautauque.

$200.00

69) Burr, David M., Map of the County of Erie.

$400.00

70) Burr, David M., Map of the County of Genesee.

$200.00

71) Burr, David M., Map of the County of Lewis.

$200.00

72) Burr, David M., Map of the County of Livingston.

$200.00

73) Burr, David M., Map of the County of Monroe.

$400.00

79) Burr, David M., Map of the County of Washington. Double-page
map.
$200.00
$200.00

81) Burr, David M., Map of the County of Cattaraugus. Double-page
map.
$250.00
82) Burr, David M., Map of the County of Saratoga.

$350.00

83) Burr, David M., Map of the County of St. Lawrence. Doublepage map.
$250.00
84) Burr, David M., Map of the County of Sullivan. Double-page
map.
$500.00
85) Burr, David M., Map of the County of Westchester.

$850.00

__________________________________________________________
86) (United States) Tanner, Henry F., The American Traveller; or
Guide through the United States. Containing Brief Notices of the
Several States ... Fifth Edition. Philadelphia: 1839. 46x55 cm.
Traveller's guide with 144 pp. text and map folded at back. Original
12mo. black cloth with paper label on front, backstrip professionally
reattached, bumped at corners. The map has several splits along the
center horizontal fold, repairable, with no loss. It is fully colored by
state and has many uncolored inset maps of the vicinities of major cities.
The text contains 4 small double-page maps, uncolored, of Baltimore,
Boston, New York and Philadelphia. The volumes also contains seven
small views. Howes T24.
$1,275.00
87) (Maryland) Lucas, Fielding, Plan of Baltimore. Baltimore: c.
1840. 33x31 cm. Small pocket map of Baltimore, original gilt-stamped
leather folder, excellent condition. The map, showing 20 wards, is handcolored by ward. Across the bottom of the sheet, under the neat line of
the map is a key labeled ‘References’, with over 150 buildings
identified. Lucas issued many different maps and plans of Baltimore
over the course of his 30+ year career publishing maps, many under
very similar names. The large key at the bottom helps to distinguish this
one from others.
$1,000.00
88) (United States-East) Blunt, E. & G. W., [North East Coast of
North America - Nova Scotia to New York]. [New York]: c. 1840.
97x132 cm. Sea Chart, Large untitled blue-backed sea chart of the
northeastern coast of the United States from above Passaquamoddy Bay
in Maine to New York City. Large inset charts of Boston Harbor,
Buzzards Bay and Cape Cod Harbor (Provincetown). Very good
condition, with small areas near the bottom rubbed through to the blue
backing. Not in Guthorn, but similar to, and larger than, the map
described at page 56. Shows St. George's Bank with a large number of
soundings.
$850.00
89) (Vermont) Robinson, Lewis, Improved Map of Vermont,
Compiled from the Latest Authorities. Reading, VT: 1840. 61x44 cm.
Small wall map in excellent restored condition, with original rods,
modern linen and varnish removed. Light age toning. Outline color by
county. Population table along the left side. A rare map from a noted
rural cartographer. Dalphin & McCorison p. 312.
$1,650.00
90) (Asia) Mather, Case, Tiffany, & Burnham, Mitchell's Series of
Outline Maps for the Use of Schools - No. 21. Hartford: 1841. 60x73
cm. Outline map of Asia, with numbers, not place names, designating
places in accordance with a key book (not present here). Backed with
linen. Some wear, particularly at the left side. Inset map of the Holy
Land. Scatted full color by country.
$350.00

good condition. Outline color showing state boundaries and two major
canal networks through the state.
$350.00
97) (Pacific Ocean) Mather, Case, Tiffany, & Burnham, Mitchell's
Series of Outline Maps for the Use of Schools - No. 13. Hartford:
1841. 60x73 cm. Outline map of the Pacific Ocean, from Malaysia to
the western United States, with numbers, not place names, designating
places in accordance with a key book (not present here). Backed with
linen. Light wear, good condition. Mild chipping at left edge. Shows
many of the island groups in the Pacific, as well as many locations in
Australia.
$500.00
98) (Pennsylvania/New Jersey/Delaware) Mather, Case, Tiffany, &
Burnham, Mitchell's Series of Outline Maps for the Use of Schools No. 9. Hartford: 1841. 60x73 cm. Outline map of Pennsylvania, New
Jersey and Delaware, with numbers, not place names, designating places
in accordance with a key book (not present here). Backed with linen.
Outline color by state, with major canals and rivers also highlighted.
Very good.
$450.00
99) (World) Mather, Case, Tiffany, & Burnham, Mitchell's Series of
Outline Maps for the Use of Schools - No. 1. Hartford: 1841. 120x73
cm. Outline double-hemisphere map of the World, with numbers, not
place names, designating the continents, major oceans and other large
features in accordance with a key book (not present here). Backed with
linen. Double-sheet map. Fair condition, one large area missing in
western Russia and eastern Europe. Light chipping. Full color by
continent.
$350.00

Item #89—Lewis Robinson, Map of Vermont
91) (Illinois/Indiana) Mather, Case, Tiffany, & Burnham, Mitchell's
Series of Outline Maps for the Use of Schools - No. 16. Hartford:
1841. 73x60 cm. Outline map of Illinois and Indiana, with numbers, not
place names, designating places in accordance with a key book (not
present here). Backed with linen. Light wear, particularly at top left,
generally very good condition. Outline color by state, with two canals in
red, two rivers in green.
$500.00
92) (Louisiana/Mississippi/Arkansas) Mather, Case, Tiffany, &
Burnham, Mitchell's Series of Outline Maps for the Use of Schools No. 13. Hartford: 1841. 73x60 cm. Outline map of Louisiana,
Mississippi and Arkansas, with numbers, not place names, designating
places in accordance with a key book (not present here). Backed with
linen. Light wear, very good condition. Outline color by state. $500.00
93) (New England) Mather, Case, Tiffany, & Burnham, Mitchell's
Series of Outline Maps for the Use of Schools - No. 7. Hartford: 1841.
60x73 cm. Outline map of Connecticut, Rhode Island and
Massachusetts, with numbers, not place names, designating places in
accordance with a key book (not present here). Backed with linen.
Outline color by state, major canals and rivers highlighted.
$450.00
94) (New Hampshire/Vermont) Mather, Case, Tiffany, & Burnham,
Mitchell's Series of Outline Maps for the Use of Schools - No. 6.
Hartford: 1841. 73x60 cm. Outline map of New Hampshire and
Vermont, with numbers, not place names, designating places in
accordance with a key book. Backed with linen. Light wear, very good
condition. Outline color by state.
$400.00
95) (New York State) Mather, Case, Tiffany, & Burnham, Mitchell's
Series of Outline Maps for the Use of Schools - No. 8. Hartford: 1841.
60x73 cm. Outline map of New York State, with numbers, not place
names, designating places in accordance with a key book (not present
here). Backed with linen. Outline color by state, with major canals and
rivers also highlighted. Very good condition.
$450.00
96) (Ohio) Mather, Case, Tiffany, & Burnham, Mitchell's Series of
Outline Maps for the Use of Schools - No. 15. Hartford: 1841. 73x60
cm. Outline map of Ohio, with numbers, not place names, designating
places in accordance with a key book (not present here). Backed with
linen. Some wear and soiling, particularly in the middle. Overall fair to

100) (Vermont) Thompson, Zadock, Map of the State of Vermont.
[Burlington, Vt: c. 1842. 18.4x28.4 cm. Small folding map in original
cloth folder, minor separations at fold junctions. Outline color. An
unusual separate printing, with title stamped on front cover, of a map
made for Thompson's History of Vermont. Engraved by H. Hills. See
Phillips p.973.
$500.00
101) (United States) Mitchell, S. Augustus, National Map of the
United States. Philadelphia: 1843. 85.7x61.6 cm. This is the first
edition of one of the most popular American 19th century maps. It is
particularly scarce in this, the original gilt-stamped leather folder with
its metal clasp intact. There is a very decorative patriotic eagle and
sunburst motif in gilt on the back cover. Fine condition, with light wear.
The main map is separate from the inset maps, unlike the wall map
version where the small plans of the vicinities of U.S. cities surround
the map. Early ownership signature of John J. Stevens of Charleston,
South Carolina.
$1,750.00
102) (Maine) Greenleaf, Moses, Map of the State of Maine with the
Province of New Brunswick. Philadelphia: 1844. 107x127 cm. Wall
map in very good condition, with rollers, fully colored in Maine.
Modern restoration, with new linen and varnish removed. Also includes
all of New Brunswick and an inset of Nova Scotia. Third edition of the
Greenleaf map of 1828, this one published by Greenleaf's son. This is
Thompson's State IV, of which Thompson located only 2 copies, at the
University of Maine and the University of Southern Maine. Greenleaf’s
map was the cornerstone map of Maine in the 19 th century and is
regarded as a major landmark in American mapmaking..
$4,500.00
103) (United States) Young, J. H., Map of the United States.
Philadelphia: 1844. 111.1x84 cm. Wall map lacking rollers. Rebacked
with modern linen, varnish removed. Full color by state. Despite the
varnish having been removed, there is still some age toning, particularly
towards the bottom. Seven inset plans of the vicinities around major
cities, along with a large inset map of North America at the bottom
right. There are also several informational tables and charts showing the
heights of mountains and lengths of rivers. This is a quite late issue of
this map, first issued by Mitchell in 1831. Like most United States maps
of this period, this map shows the East only, barely extending into
Texas. The inset of North America shows Texas as a nation. The title
indicates that this map was to be sold by T. & E. H. Ensign, an unusual
crossover reference from a publisher in Philadelphia to the seller in New
York.
$1,750.00

108) (Education) Page, David P., Normal Chart of the Elementary
Sounds of the English Language. Syracuse: 1846. 142x102 cm.
Educational chart in the style of a wall map, varnished and linenbacked. Fair to good condition, with a light stain and tears and chipping
at some edges, with small areas of loss at bottom left corner and along
the top left side. Aside from those very small losses, the chart is
completely legible. The chart features prominently the sounds made in
English language pronunciation. It was designed for use in the multiage classrooms of the mid-19th century. An article on the importance of
this piece was written by Rose-Marie Weber for the Fall, 1994 issue of
the History of Reading News (Vol. XVIII, No. 1) A very rare survival
of a notable piece in the development of American education. $1,150.00
109) (New England) Jocelyn, N. & S. S., Improved Reference and
Distance Map of the Eastern Section of New England. New Haven:
1846. 120x115 cm. An unrecorded wall map in very good condition,
age-toned and somewhat dark, one area near sheet join pulled up from
the original linen backing with no chipping or loss. Second edtion of
this large map of New England, similar to, but not apparently taken
from, the Hale map of New England. The first edtion of 1830 has 2
known copies, at Connecticut Historical Society and Library of
Congress. Inset map of northern Maine at right. There are also insets of
the Bunker Hill Monument and a profile of the Valley of the
Connecticut River. Full color by county.
$3,250.00

Item #102—Greenleaf Map of Maine
104) (Ohio) Lovejoy, Jno. H., engraver, Cincinnati. Cincinnati: c.
1844. 23.7x18 cm. Small uncolored letterpress map and view of the city
with smaller views of 30 buildings and canals around the edges. Verso
blank. Light foxing, particularly near the top. The map of the city
occupies the top half of the sheet, the view below from across the river
with two steamboats in the foreground. One of these is the sidewheeler
Pike. A very rare unusual map of Cincinnati. Light foxing at top.
Published by L. L. Sleight.
$325.00
105) (New Hampshire) Dow, Joseph, Plan of Exeter Village, New
Hampshire. Boston: 1845. 68x43 cm. , Small wall map, original rods,
original varnish. Age-toned. Overall very good condition, worn but
with no loss or damage. Moderate stain at bottom right. An early
property ownership map of this small New Hampshire town, with every
building and its owner shown. 48 buildings and homes referenced at
lower left. Issued as a companion piece to the next item. Cobb (NH)
158 (2 locations).
$950.00
106) (New Hampshire) Dow, Joseph, Plan of the Town of Exeter,
New Hampshire. Boston: 1845. 67x57 cm. Small wall map, original
rods, original varnish. Dark age-toning. Overall very good, worn with
no loss or damage. Map with property owners identified of the Town of
Exeter. The village of Exeter is shown as a relatively small area at the
middle left of the map. Attractive eagle cartouche. Lithographed by
Bufford in Boston. Cobb (NH) 157 (3 locations).
$950.00
107) (World) Mitchell, S. Augustus, Map of the World on Mercator's
Projection. Philadelphia: 1845. 119x188 cm. Very large wall map in
good to very good condition, though age toned, with mild staining and
chipping at the top and in the title block. One vertical tear, repaired,
near top. There is an interesting transitional depiction of North
America, with Oregon extending up to 54˚40’ and Texas being shown
as a nation. Full color in some areas, outline in others. A fine world
map. Inset map of New South Wales. A fine 19 th century American
view of the world reflecting many of the rapid changes which had
occurred since the 1840 edition of this map.
$3,750.00

110) (United States/Texas) Smith, J. Calvin, A New Guide for
Travelers through the United States of America; Containing All the
Railroad, Stage and Steamboat Routes ... New York: 1846. 65x54
cm. First edition of a popular series of traveler’s guides. Map in
original cloth with 79, [2] pp. text. Excellent condition. Inset map of
Oregon/California et.al. This is, to the best of our knowledge and
researches, the first map to show Dallas, Texas, which was founded in
this year. We have neither found nor been informed of any other maps
published in 1846 which show Dallas. Howes S614.
$4,250.00
111) (Mexican War) Phelps, Humphrey, Ornamental Map of the
United States & Mexico. New York: 1847. 73x53 cm. Second edition
of this bright, garish map of the whole continent, including an enlarged
Texas with its northestern tail. An early issue, with portraits of Cortez
and Montezuma at the top, flanking George Washington. Later issues
replaced these portraits with Taylor & Scott. Small portraits among the
information at the bottom of Taylor and Santa Anna. Excellent
condition, marred only by two small stains in the Pacific Ocean below
Lower California and light wear along some earlier folds. The colors
are bright and fresh.
$2,750.00
112) (New York City) Colton, J. H., Map of the Country Thirty
Three Miles around the City of New York. New York: 1847. 58x63
cm. This is the second issue of this reworking of the Eddy map
(engraved by Maverick) of 1812. This is a very unusual format for this
map which is almost universally found as a pocket map. This copy
would be very attractive for display as it does not have the folds which
characterize pocket maps. Bright, full color by town. Some age-toning.
Framed by a decorative border with insets at the bottom of New York
and Brooklyn City Halls. Shows much of northeastern New Jersey and
southern New York including all of what is now Nassau County.
Comparison with an 1850 issue shows small changes. Haskell 910
locates 1 copy.
$1,850.00
113) (United States/Texas) Phelps, Ensign & Thayer, Map of the
United States from the Latest Authorities. New York: 1847. 90x105
cm. Wall map with modern linen backing, varnish removed. Full color
by county, some age toning. Decorative border with information on
each state. There are a small inset map of Oregon, and a large inset at
the bottom right of Texas. Shows the United States to eastern Texas. A
classic Manifest Destiny-era map, with a wonderful cartouche showing
an eagle sitting on top of a globe with a properous country unfolding
behind it. One of the few United States wall maps which contains a
separate inset map just of Texas, not of the whole West. The map of
Texas measures 20x23 cm.
$3,750.00

114) (Massachusetts) Whiting, E., Map of Hanover, Mass. Surveyed
by Order of the Town. Boston: 1849. 56x47 cm. Small uncolored wall
map, backed with original linen on rollers, of this town in Southeatern
Massachusetts. Landowners identified. Excellent condition, minor
soiling, crease along bottom neat line. This is among the earliest of
Walling’s many maps of towns in Massachusetts.
$750.00

Illinois and Missouri ... New York: 1851. 51x67.6 cm. Folding map in
original green cloth binding. Excellent condition. 89, 17 pp. text. Full
hand-coloring. Includes a small part of eastern Kansas, labeled “Indian
Ter.”, and most of southeastern Minnesota, though it is not named. Fort
Snelling is identified, but not St. Paul. A classic guide to the Midwest,
copyrighted in 1850.
$1,350.00

115) (United States-Midwest) Colton, J. H., Guide Through Ohio,
Michigan, Indiana, Illinois, Missouri, Wisconsin & Iowa. New York:
1849. 51x67.6 cm. Folding map in original cloth folder with “Map of
the Western States” pinted on the front cover. Issued without text. Very
good condition, with minor separations at some fold junctions. Full
hand-coloring. Includes a small part of eastern Kansas, labeled “Indian
Ter.”, and most of southeastern Minnesota. St. Paul & Fort Snelling are
identified; Minneapolis is not. Eastern and southern Iowa and
Wisconsin have been organized into counties, but most of these states
are still unorganized. An early issue of this long-lived map, first
published in 1847 with copies seen as late as 1866.
$1,250.00
116) (New York City) Colton, J. H., Map of the Country Thirty
Three Miles around the City of New York. New York: 1850. 58x63
cm. Folding map in original illustrated cloth folder with stain on front
below the decorative gilt-stamped title. The map is in excellent
condition. This is an early issue (not listed in Haskell) of a well-known,
and oft-reproduced, map whose format was derived from the Eddy map
(engraved by Maverick) of 1812. Bright, full color by town. Framed by
a decorative border with insets at the bottom of New York and Brooklyn
City Halls. Shows much of northeastern New Jersey and southern New
York including all of what is now Nassau County.
$1,650.00
117) (Connecticut) Kellogg, E. B. & E. C., View of Windham, Conn.
in 1815. Hartford: c. 1850. 29x48 cm. A very quaint, primitive-looking
perspective view of this small town in northeastern Connecticut. Tinted.
In a late 19th century frame, worn though very presentable, with a black
mat cut for the view and title with gilt surrounding the mat openings.
The view shows three men loading hay from a field into a wagon with
the town laid out behind them. Very attractive. Reps 643 (2 loc., NYHS
& CHS)
$850.00
118) (California) Ringgold, Cadwalader, A Series of Charts, With
Sailing Directions, Embracing Surveys of the Farallones, Entrance
to the Bay of San Francisco ... Washington: 1851. 50x75 cm. Folding
map, This is the very scarce first quarto edition of this important work
on the waters of California. The only earlier edition of the map was in a
12mo folder without the plates present here. Original cloth, excellent
condition, very light offsetting from plates. 44 pp., 6 folding maps, 8
plates. Ringgold’s work was among the most important coastal guides
for California through the later Gold Rush period and contains the best
delineation of the California coast to date. Cowan p.533.
$3,500.00
119) (New England) Ensign & Thayer, Map of Massachusetts, Rhode
-Island & Connecticut Compiled from the Latest Authorities. New
York: 1851. 66x86 cm. Wall map of lower New England, apparently
never affixed to rods. Full color by town, some of the colors have
oxidized to a whitish shade. Age-toned, light creasing, otherwise very
good condition. 14 inset maps, including Boston, New York, Norwich,
Fall River, New Haven, Salem, Lowell, Providence, Hartford,
Woonsocket and Pawtucket. Also has inset maps of the factories around
Warwick & Coventry Rhode Island, North Adams, Mass., and Canton,
Mass.
$1,500.00
120) (United States) Colton, J. H., Colton's Traveler and Tourist
Guide-book Through the United States of America and the
Canadas ... New York: 1851. Folding map, with text, in original giltstamped cloth, excellent condition. The map, of the eastern United
States, is crisp and bright. 250, 16 pp., large folding map, one other map
of the rail routes from New York to Washington. This is among the
earliest general circulation guide books to contain information on both
California, which had just achieved statehood, and the recently settled
Utah Territory.
$1,350.00
121) (United States-Midwest) Colton, J. H., Western Tourist, and
Emigrant's Guide through the States of Ohio, Michigran, Indiana,

122) (Europe) Johnson, D. Griffing, Johnson's Steel Plate Reference
& Railroad Map of Europe. New York: 1852. 82x70 cm. Folding
map, Case map, dissected and backed with linen, original cloth folder.
Full color by country. Bright attractive map with highly decorative
floral border with vignettes. Published by Ensign & Thayer. In spite of
the copyright date of 1848, this is the earliest issue of this large map of
Europe and the North African coast. It was only published separately,
not in any atlas. It is the earliest publication we have seen which bears
Johnson’s name.
$1,250.00
123) (Massachusetts) Walling, H. F., Map of the Town of Andover,
Essex County Massachusetts. Boston: 1852. 89x105 cm. Wall map, in
excellent condition, though lacking rods. Linen-backed. Full color by
district, colors bright. Waterstain at top left, not affecting areas in the
town. Large inset of Andover Village at bottom left. Land owners
identified. This was among the maps which represented the first wave of
Walling's work and was probably not issued until 1853.
$950.00
124) (Massachusetts) Walling, Henry F., Map of the Town of
Concord, Middlesex County, Mass. Boston: 1852. 60x76 cm. Wall
map in excellent condition. Original varnish, rods and linen all have
been removed. Backed by archival paper. Locates the houses of Henry
Thoreau and Ralph Waldo Emerson. An important map for its
relationship to American literary history. Clearly shows Walden Pond.
A rare map of an iconic New England town at a time when it was at the
center of American literature and philosophy. With the large numher of
towns mapped by Walling during the 1850’s, very few contain the
names of such notable figures as this map does.
$4,250.00
125) (New York State) Brown, Newell S., Map of Oneida County,
New York. Philadelphia: 1852. 129x103 cm. Scarce wall map of
Oneida County, in good to very good condition. General wear, light age
-toning and soiling. Original rods and linen backing. 11 inset plans of
towns, including Utica. 3 views, including Hamilton College. Newell
Brown was the publisher of several New York State county maps, often
using a local town as the place of publishing in order to have the public

charting for this map was done primarily by Captain W. F. W. Owen
when he charted the African coast in the 1820's.
$850.00
131) (Crimean War) Colton, J. H., The European Battle Fields!.
New York: 1854. 68x48 cm. A wonderful folding map, unbacked
without covers. Actually two maps, one of Europe and one of the
Black Sea area, on one sheet, with a small inset map of the Gulf of
Finland. 2 inset views, of St. Petersburg and Constantinople, and the
Russian and Turkish flags. Extremely bright and colorful, with a
decorative grapevine border.
$850.00

#124—Walling, Map of the Town of Concord, Massachusetts
believe that the map was locally produced. In this case, he used his
actual locale, Philadelphia, as the publication point.
$850.00
126) (Pennsylvania) Thayer, Horace, Township Map of
Pennsylvania. New York: 1852. 51x69 cm. Folding map in original
red leather folder, excellent condition. Bright outline color by county.
The town boundaries are clearly delineated. Intricate border with a
vine motif. A most attractive Pennsylvania map with coloring typical
of this era.
$700.00
127) (Connecticut) Fagan, L., Map of New Milford, Litchfield
County, Connecticut. Philadelphia: 1853. 101.6x114.9 cm. Wall map
of this town in northwestern Connecticut, original top rod, lacks
bottom rod. Good condition, with scattered light staining and overall
age toning. 2 inset plans, of New Milford Village and Gaylordsville,
and 26 views, including a wonderful small panorama of Gaylordsville
from the south. Land owners identified.
$1,250.00
128) (New Hampshire) Bond, George P., Map of the White
Mountains of New Hampshire. Boston: 1853. 39x43 cm. An
important early map of the White Mountains. Original cloth folder,
repaired with new spine. Uncolored map and five views are on
separate folding sheets. Light stains on both map and view sheets.
Ownership signature of Horace Bumstead. This is the only edition of
this map listed in Cobb who identifies it as issued in a folio, rather than
as a folding map. Cobb (New Hampshire maps) 206.
$825.00
129) (New York City) Johnson, Martin G., Map of 163 Sections or
Villa Sites ... Situated Near the Centre of the Village of Jamaica, L.
I. New York: 1853. 104x76 cm. Very large folded map published for
the auction of many lots in Jamaica, Queens. Unbacked and uncolored.
Excellent condition. Except for the title, the whole sheet is the map,
unlike many other auction maps which have extensive promotional
text. Though the street names all have changed, the area shown appears
to be in the vicinity of Aqueduct Race Track in Jamaica. Lithographed
by Miller.
$750.00
130) (Africa) Norie, J. W., Chart of the Western Coast of Africa
Extending from Sierra Leone and the Isles de Los to the Cape of
Good Hope .... London: 1854. 81x201 cm. Blue-backed sea chart in
good to very good condition, though with some soiling and staining
particularly at the right side, a small area missing at the lower left
corner, and a short tear into the left side. 27 inset maps and harbor
plans, with many coastal views as well. The map is divided into two
primary sections, a larger area showing the southern coast of Western
Africa from Sierra Leone to the Bight of Biafra, the smaller area
showing the southern stretch from Cape St. Catharine to the Cape of
Good Hope. Backed by later limp linen over the original blue backing.
Revised and printed from the same plate as the first issue of 1834. The

132) (Crimean War) Jocelyn, A. H., Mirror of the City of
Sebastopol and Map of Crimea and Black Sea. New York: 1854.
77x62 cm. A large, colorful print with two maps, of the area of the
Black Sea and the location of troops around Sebastopol, and a large
overhead view of the city and harbor. There is some text around the
graphic elements. Bright and attractive with a colorful decorative
border. This style of large gaudy print was quite popular during the
period from 1846 to 1860, usually for subjects related to the United
States, but here obviously translated to a matter thousands of miles
away.
$1,250.00
133) (Crimean War) Magnus, C., Philips' New Map of the Crimea
with Map of Europe & View of Sevastopol. New York: 1854. 49x66
cm. Pocket map in good condition torn along one fold. Cloth folder
from Magnus, but with the cover title “Map of the United States”,
worn. Inset map of Europe. Water area and mainland of Russia
colored, Crimea and inset map are uncolored. At bottom left is
attractive view of Sevastopol. This is an unusual early Magnus
puiblication. He took an English map, added his imprint at the bottom,
and published it.
$500.00
134) (South America) Imray, James, Chart of the River Plate with
Enlarged Plans of the Principal Harbours, Drawn form the Recent
Surveys of Com. Sullivan, R. N. & of the Officers under the
Command of M. Barrat of the French Navy. London: 1854. 66x97
cm. Blue-backed sea chart in fine condition, with three small, very
light stains, showing the mouth of the River Plate on the southeastern
coast of South America. 6 inset maps, including plans of the harbors of
Buenos Aires and Montevideo. Excellent detail of the coast of
northeast Argentina. Uncolored. An early Imray production. $700.00
135) (United States-Midwest) Colton, J. H., Guide Through Ohio,
Michigan, Indiana, Illinois, Missouri, Wisconsin & Iowa. New
York: 1854. 51x67.6 cm. Folding map in original cloth folder. Superb
condition. Full hand-coloring. Includes a small part of eastern Kansas,
labeled "Indian Ter.", and most of southeastern Minnesota. St. Paul &
Fort Snelling are identified; Minneapolis is not. The title, and Colton's
name, on the front cover are in a different style and typeface from
another copy of this map we have seen. The title, aside from the words
"Map of" are in a sans-serif font here, unlike the other copy. The only
difference on the map surface between the two copies is that the
copyright line here is in standard font, on the other in italics. $1,150.00
136) (United States-Midwest) Colton, J. H., Western Tourist, and
Emigrant's Guide through the States of Ohio, Michigran, Indiana,
Illinois and Missouri ... New York: 1854. 51x67.6 cm. Folding map,
in original cloth folder. Very good condition, some rubbing and soiling
to front cover, foreedge bumped. 89, 26 pp. text. Full hand-coloring.
Includes a small part of eastern Kansas, labeled "Indian Ter.", and
most of southeastern Minnesota, though it is not named. Fort Snelling
is identified, but not St. Paul. A fine copy of a classic map of the
Midwest.
$1,350.00
137) (West Indies) Imray, James, & Son, General Chart of the West
Indies and Coast of Colombia Including the Gulf of Mexico.
London: 1854. 97x145 cm. Blue-backed sea chart in very good
condition. Light chipping, small tears and very minor loss at edges,
particularly at bottom left. Original label, but a small area of backing is
missing at the lower left corner. Lighthouses highlighted with color.
Shows the Caribbean and Gulf of Mexico from Barbadoes to Mexico.
Includes all of Florida and the Gulf Coast. Inset plans of Havana

Harbour, Vera Cruz, Port Royal and Kingston, San Juan and Port
Chagres, and Navy or Limon Bay. A fine, attractive chart which is
among Imray's early productions. Imray began publishing charts in
1846.
$2,250.00
138) (United States) Dayton & Wentworth, Geographic Chart of the
United States. Boston: c. 1854. 70x54.2 cm. Not a map, but a large
colorful chart with verbal descriptions of the location and geographic
features of the state and territories of the time. Very decorative, with 7
inset views and an ornamental border. The views include the old and
new tombs of George Washington, the Bunker Hill Monument, the
Battle Monument in Baltimore, the U.S. Capitol, the city of Albany,
and City Hall in New York. Rebacked.
$525.00
139) (Chicago) Colton, J.H., City of Chicago, Illinois. 1855.. New
York: 1855. 22x32 cm. Small pocket map in original red cloth folder.
Excellent condition. Full color by ward. Though various versions of
this map appeared in Colton's atlases, it is highly unusual to see a
Colton city map, much less a Chicago map, separately published. As
1855 was the first year of publication for Colton atlases, this is likely
Colton's earliest separate map of Chicago. In general, it is also quite
early for any separate map of Chicago.
$1,350.00
140) (Iowa) Henn, Williams & Co., Township Map of the State of
Iowa. Philadelphia: 1855. 53.3x87.6 cm. Folding map in original blue
cloth folder, lightly worn at corners. The map is in excellent condition,
with only very short tears along two folds. Full color by county in
Iowa, outline color outside of the state. Henn, Williams were land
dealers in Fairfield, Iowa, with offices also in Chariton, Sioux City and
Fort Dodge. This edition was co-published by R. L. Barnes of
Philadelphia, whose copyright notice, dated 1854, appears at the
bottom. Graff 1857.
$750.00
141) (Maine) Colton, J. H., Colton's Railroad & Township Map of
the State of Maine, with Portions of New Hampshire, New
Brunswick & Canada. New York: 1855. 100x82 cm. Wall map in
good condition only, with some loss in bottom border (some portions
have adhered to the wooden rods), mild cracking and chipping near the
top, and a small hole in the border at the top left. There is no loss of
map surface within the borders. Varnish lightly age-toned. Thompson
143.
$950.00

charts and river charts which had considerable topographical detail on
the land. The chart was prepared in 1851. Guthorn p.73.
$750.00
145) (United States) Ensign, Bridgman & Fanning, Map of the
United States from the Latest Authorities. New York: 1855. 93x104
cm. Wall map with original rods and linen backing. Generally good to
very good condition, with waterstain at right side and vertical cracking
with slight loss at center top. Highly decorative border of shields with
state names and information. Extends west only to eastern Nebraska,
but with inset maps of Oregon Territory and the Western States and
Territories, as well as southern Florida. Full color by county. $1,750.00
146) (Connecticut) Smith, H. & C.Y., Map of New Haven County,
Connecticut. Philadelphia: 1856. 141x139 cm. Wall map in very good
condition, age toned. Original rods and linen backing. Light rubbing.
Minor damage in the form of small holes, mild staining and very light
chipping near the top. Horizontal crack at the middle, just above the
title block. 21 inset maps of towns and villages including a large map of
New Haven, 12 views of buildings, including Yale College. Thompson
169.
$950.00
147) (Illinois) Peck, J.M., Messinger, J, & Mathewson,A., New
Sectional Map of the State of Illinois ... New York: 1856. 90x67 cm.
Folding map, Bright map, fully colored by county, in good to very good
condition, with some separations along folds and at fold junctions.
Occasional very minor loss. Original red cloth. This map, descended
from Peck & Messinger's map of 1835, is probably the best pre-Civil
War maps of Illinois. Full color by county. Large inset at the lower left
of the Vicinity of Alton & St. Louis. Inset at top left of the Vicinity of
Galena, the Lead Region and Part of Wisconsin and Iowa.
$1,500.00
148) (Iowa) Henn, Williams & Co., Township Map of the State of
Iowa. Chicago: 1856. 53.3x87.6 cm. Folding map, lacking folder.
Generally very good condition, with one repaired tear near the previous
folder attachment and small separations at some fold junctions. Full
color by county in Iowa, outline color outside of the state. This issue is
entirely reengraved from the 1855 edition, including a new decorative
border and many changes in towns and geographical features. The co-

142) (Maine) Mansfield, J. B., New Map of Maine. Bangor: 1855.
110.5x85.4 cm. Very rare locally produced map of Maine. Wall map,
lacking bottom rod, in good condition, with chipping at edges, Three
small chips out of map surface, two in or near the title block and one
just off the coast east of Portland with small loss of text. Original linen
backing and varnish with some darkening. Population and valuation
tables pasted down at top left and right. This is a scarce Maine imprint
map of the state, likely largely taken from Colton's Map of Maine.
Thompson 164, Williamson (Bibliography of the State of Maine) 5838,
Smith (Bibliography of the Maps of Maine) 94 lists only a copy at
Library of Congress. Thompson illustrates a copy at the University of
Southern Maine.
$2,000.00
143) (Massachusetts) Walling, H. F., Map of the Town of Medford,
Middlesex County, Mass.. Boston: 1855. 80x75 cm. , Small wall map
of Medford, in the northern Boston suburbs. Very good condition, with
one stain in the upper left corner.Otherwise, bright full color. Land
owners identified. Tufts College, which had been founded only three
years earlier, is shown on the Medford/Somerville line, on the 20 acres
donated by Charles Tufts. Other lands belonging to Charles Tufts, most
of which have subsequently become part of the college, are shown in
the area.
$1,100.00
144) (New York City) United States Coast Survey, Hell Gate and Its
Approaches. Washington: 1855. 88x62 cm. Map, removed from a
volume of the Coast Survey reports, with modern backing. A scarce,
highly localized map which comes from a volume of coast survey
charts which had a much smaller press run than the standard Coast
Survey annual volumes. This volume included many large city harbor

#150—Whitman & Searl, Map of Eastern Kansas

publishers of this edition were Keen and Lee of Chicago and Charles
DeSilver of Philadelphia. The copyright notice is from Illinois. $550.00
149) (Iowa) Parker, N. H., Sectional & Geological Map of Iowa
Exhibiting Her Iron, Lead, Copper, Coal and Other Geological
Resources. New York: 1856. 112x64 cm. Folding map in original red
cloth, very good condition except for a tear along the rightmost vertical
fold which extends halfway up the map, mostly through the title block
and scattered separations at some fold junctions. Minimal loss. A very
large, detailed map showing the extent of the coal fields. Inset map
show Iowa's railroad connections to the East.
$650.00
150) (Kansas) Whitman, E. B. & Searl, A. D., Map of Eastern
Kansas. Boston: 1856. 85x62 cm. Folding map in original cloth folder,
spine repaired. Full hand color by Indian tribe. 3 views of buildings at
bottom. Lined with modern japan paper. A very early, scarce map
published soon after the Kansas-Nebraska Act of 1854. The views at the
bottom show the Eldridge House in Lawrence, Constitution Hall in
Topeka, and the Ruins of the Eldridge House, after it was destroyed on
May 21, 1856. At the bottom left is a large inset plan of the area around
Fort Riley. A bright, fresh copy of one of the great early maps of
Kansas territory.
$3,750.00
151) (Maine) Chase, J., Map of York County, Maine. Philadelphia:
1856. 137.2x129.5 cm. Wall map, linen-backed, lacking rods. Generally
very good, with light waterstaining and one small hole in the business
directory for Biddeford. Full color by town. Age-toned. Inset maps of
18 towns and 12 buildings. Land owners named on both the main map
and the inset plans of towns and villages. Inset maps include a large one
of Saco and Biddeford and one of Kennebunkport.
$1,150.00
152) (Massachusetts) Walling, H.F., Map of the Town of Dartmouth,
Bristol County, Mass. [Philadelphia]: 1856. 85x57 cm. Original bottom rod, lacks top rod. Original linen. Light wear, generally excellent
condition. Land owners identified. This is the first map to feature this
town along Buzzards Bay in southeastern Massachusetts. 3 inset plans,
6 views. The insets include a large plan of South Dartmouth. $1,150.00
153) (Minnesota) Chapman, Silas, New Sectional Map of Minnesota.
Milwaukee,Wisc.: 1856. 21x24 cm. Folding map in original blue cloth,
fine condition except for a clean tear along one fold. A very scarce early
territorial map of Minnesota. Bookplate of recent owner laid down
inside front cover. Full color by county. Western counties are largely
unmapped.
$950.00
154) (United States-Midwest) Colton, J. H., Colton's Western
Tourist, and Emigrant's Guide through the States of Ohio,
Michigran, Indiana, Illinois and Missouri ... New York: 1856.
51x67.6 cm. Folding map in original green cloth. Excellent condition,
light foxing to early leaves. 100, 36 pp. text. Full hand-coloring. First
edition of this later issue of this classic guide to the Midwest,
copyrighted in 1856.
$1,350.00
155) (Illinois) DeSilver, Charles, New Map of the State of Illinois.
Philadelphia: 1857. 39x34 cm. Folding map in original cloth folder.
Light age toning, small separations at some fold junctions with no loss.
Full color by county. A scarce separate issue of Charles DeSilver's map
from his atlas of the United States. Originally, DeSilver's maps derived
from the Mitchell/Thomas, Cowperthwait Unisveral Atlas maps.This
map shows the significant progress of the railroads in the state. $775.00
156) (Iowa) Robbins, Safford & Co., Map of the Fort Dodge Land
District, Iowa. n.p.: 1857. 73x85 cm. Folding map with original cloth
folder, detached, though there is no obvious indication that the map was
ever attached. Uncolored. Excellent condition, a few scattered spots of
foxing, minor separations at some fold junctions. Shows all or part of 16
counties in north central Iowa, north to the Minnesota line. Good
topographic detail, showing towns, waterways and saw mills. This was
likely the product of a real estate investment scheme, spearheaded by
William Safford and Samuel Robbins, along with Egbert Bagg, a settler
from Utica, New York. All three of these men were active members of
Masonic lodges around this time which is likely how they came to know
each other. References on the map include Horatio Seymour, of Utica,

one-time governor of New York and 1868 Democratic Presidential
nominee. Extremely rare, one copy located, at Yale.
$4,250.00
157) (Massachusetts) Walling, H. F. (D.R. Smith), Map of Plymouth
County, Massachusetts. Boston: 1857. 152x152 cm. Wall map, lacking rods. Good to very good condition, though with several chips and
small holes, particularly at extreme top. Horizontal crack near the
middle. Age-toning. Full color by town. Land owners identified. 47
inset maps, 8 views of buildings, business directories.
$750.00
158) (Massachusetts) Walling, Henry F., Map of the Town of
Sandwich, Barnstable County, Mass., Surveyed by Order of the
Town. Boston: 1857. 69x96 cm. Restored wall map, with original rods
and modern linen backing. Varnish removed. Light residual rubbing and
cracking, overall very good condition. Large inset of Sandwich Village
at bottom right. Land owners identified throughout, on main map and
inset. Includes all of what are now the Towns of Sandwich, East
Sandwich and Bourne at the northwestern end of Cape Cod, adjoining
the towns of Plymouth and Wareham. A scarce map, no copies recorded
in Map Price Records for the past 25 years. OCLC 40763275 (5 loc.,
including Boston Public, Harvard, NY Public, Boston Athenaeum, and
Woods Hole.)
$2,250.00
159) (Massachusetts) Walling, Henry F., Map of Worcester County,
Massachusetts. Philadelphia: 1857. 164x164 cm. Very large wall map,
with cracking damage at top. Excellent otherwise, with light age-toning.
Mixed full and outline color by town. Over 100 inset maps, views, and
business directories for towns.
$750.00
160) (New York State) French, Frank, Town of Milo and Village of
Penn-Yan, Yates Co., N. Y.. Philadelphia: 1857. 92x128.4 cm. Wall
map, original linen backing and varnish, good to very good condition.
Lacks top rod. Some chipping and wear near top, with minor loss. The
most significant chipping is in the top right view, of the home of Henry
Welles. There are two primary maps, of the Town of Milo on the left
and the village of Penn Yan on the right. There is a smaller plan,
between the two maps, of the new cemetery. A rare map of this small
town in upstate New York.
$850.00
161) (New York State) Ligowsky, A., Topographical Map of Lewis
Co., New York. Philadelphia: 1857. 121.9x137.1 cm. Large, colorful
wall map of upstate New York State county. Some damage near the top,
with four holes. Nonetheless, there is only minor loss to text. 17 inset
map (1 damaged) and 7 views of buildings.
$525.00
162) (Ohio) Chace, J., Map of Darke County, Ohio. Philadelphia:
1857. 141x114 cm. Wall map in fair to good condition only, legible

though darkened from age-toning, small areas of loss near top and in a
small area in parts of Twin and Monroe Townships at the southeast
corner of the county. Light water stain along left side and at bottom
right corner. 12 inset plans of towns and villages, 2 building views.
Land owners identified. According to Karrow, this is the first map
devoted to this county on Ohio's boundary with Indiana. Karrow
(Printed Maps of the Midwest) 2-0699.
$1,250.00
163) (Canada) Hannaford & Lloyd, Plan of the Town of Cobourg,
With Its Limits. Cobourg, Ontario: 1858. 132x103 cm. Wall map with
original rods and linen backing. Scarce pre-Confederation map of this
Ontario town about 50 miles east of Toronto on Lake Ontario. Good
condition, with one small chip out of the map surface and a larger chip
out of the margin at the lower left. One horizontal crack, light
waterstaining, particularly near the top. Prepared by Hannaford &
Lloyd, C.E., lithographed by J. Ellis, Toronto. Winearls 1264: “Shows
the town now extended east to Cottesmore St., west to West St., and
north to White St; all bldgs shown with major bldgs named; names of
owners of large lots; advertised as a new map planned by John H.
Lloyd in the Cobourg Star 20 Jan 1858 and on 28 Apr 1858 noted as
lithographed by town crest to be corrected.” 3 locations (National
Archives of Canada, Archives of Ontario, and Toronto Metropolitan
Library)
$2,250.00

164) (Massachusetts) Walling, Henry F. (D.R. Smith & Co.), Map of
the Counties of Barnstable, Dukes, and Nantucket Massachusetts.
Boston: 1858. 152.4x142.2 cm. Very good condition, restored, with
varnish removed and modern linen. Original rods. Some wear to
surface, but overall a bright, attactive appearance. Full color by town.
Includes all of Cape Cod, Martha's Vineyard, and Nantucket. 35 inset
maps of towns, plus town business directories. There are at least two
variants of this map. This example includes the inset plan of Dennis
and East Dennis which does not appear on the other variant. Probably
the most detailed map of Cape Cod and islands of the 19th century,
Walling’s map shows critical areas in the whaling trade on the eve of
its downfall which began with the discovery of oil in Western
Pennsylvania in 1859. For extensive information about this map,
Walling, and the region depicted in the late 1850’s, see Gamble, Adam,
ed., The 1858 Map of Cape Cod, Martha’s Vineyard, & Nantucket.
(West Barnstable: 2009) for more background on this map. $7,250.00

165) (Massachusetts) Walling, H. F., Map of Franklin County,
Massachusetts. New York: 1858. 126x157 cm. Wall map in fair to
good condition only. Original wooden sticks top and bottom. Original
linen-backing and varnish. One horizontal crack extending across the
map 15 cm. from the bottom. Small areas of loss in Town of Conway
and inset map of South Deerfield. Small holes in top and left border.
Full color by town. 45 inset maps of villages around the edges. Views
of four buildings at corners. Land owners identified on main map and
insets. A scarce map of this western Massachusetts county.
$450.00
166) (New Hampshire) Walling, H. F. (Smith & Peavey), Map of
Merrimack County, New Hampshire. New York: 1858. 147x155
cm. Wall map in generally good condition, though worn. Age toning.
Minor chipping or tears near top. Many inset maps and views,
including a large inset map of Concord. Phillips p.404.
$500.00
167) (New York State) Browne, P. J., Gillette's Map of Monroe Co.,
New York. Philadelphia: 1858. 147.3x147.3 cm. Wall map in fair to
good condition only. Original rods and linen backing. Vertical stain at
right side and towards left side of map. One hole (from a burn?) at the
top of the map in inset plan of the City of Rochester. Some chipping
with minor loss at edges, particularly along the left side. Mild agetoning. A scarce map of this county in western New York State, with
14 building views and 34 inset plans of towns and villages, including a
large plan of Rochester. Land owners identified on main map and inset
plans. Full color by town. Phillips p. 447.
$825.00

168) (United States) Perris, William, New & Complete Rail Road
Map of the United States ... Presented by the Home Insurance
Company of New York. New York: 1858. 57x84 cm. Folding map in
original cloth folder, map detached. Separations along some folds, very
minor loss in Tennessee. Full color by state. This map clearly depicts
the spread of railroads in 1858. Decorative border with a very large,
decorative vignette at the lower right with a patriotic motif around the
names of the directors and officers of the company. There is also a
lovely vignette of a train at the bottom center. The only features shown
are rail lines and towns, except in Kansas and Texas. The map shows
just the eastern half of the continent. Attached at the lower left is a
smaller (14.x18.8 cm) Rail Road Map of Massachusetts,
Connecticut and Rhode Island, by Wm. Perris. It is most unusual to
see two maps joined in this way. Modelski 35.
$2,250.00
169) (Europe) DeSilver, Charles, DeSilver’s Maps of the Seat of
War. Philadelphia: 1859. 64x39 cm. 2 folding mapsheets bound
together in original leather folder. Excellent condition. Full color by
country. The left-hand sheet has a sheet with two maps: The Austrian
Empire and the Kingdom of Sardinia. At this time, Sardinia included
not only the island, but also the southeastern provinces of France
(including Nice and Savoy), and the northwestern provinces of Italy,
(Genoa and the Piedmont). The Austrian Empire still included much of
central and Eastern Europe, from Prague to the Dalmatian coast, with

most of Romania. The right-hand map is of Europe with tables of
information along the sides. Neither of these maps was issued in an atlas
and were only available in this form.
$850.00
170) (Long Island) Hassler, F. R. & Bache, A. D., Hempstead
Harbor, Long Island from a Trigonometric Survey. Washington:
1859. 37x45 cm. Map removed from a Coast Survey volume, archivally
backed. Lithographed by J. Bien. Detailed depiction of the harbor with
depths and a table of tides. Very detailed coastal chart of just the harbor,
with some land detail for Cow Neck, Carpenter’s Neck and Mosquito
Neck.
$450.00

171) (Colorado) Rocky Mountain News Printing Co., Cherokee City ...
Shares. No. ... Be It Known, That, ... Is the Owner of ... . Denver:
1860. 16.4x26 cm. Map in fine condition, one small stain in bottom
margin and a small chip in the top margin. Probably the second state of
the first map printed in Colorado. This certificate is made out to John
Bell, who was also President of the company. Cherokee City was north
of Denver but did not survive for very long, first changing its name to
Latham, and then disappearing entirely ten years later. The map was
printed by the Rocky Mountain News. Don and Jean Griswold, in
Colorado’s Century of Cities, describe the short history of Cherokee
City. John Bell, who signed this document and is shown as the owner of
the six lots covered by this note, announced that a road would be laid
out from Julesburg to Cherokee City, north of the Platte, to allow
potential emigrants to bypass the 160 miles of treacherous sand on the
south bank of the river. There is a designation of “Gold Mines” along
the road which ran between Cherokee City and Denver. A very rare, and
important, piece of Colorado history.
$5,750.00
172) (New England) Blunt, E. & G. W., East Coast of the United
States, New York to Penobscot Bay. New York: 1860. 104x69 cm.
Blue-back sea chart, in fair condition only with a 20x12 cm. lacking at
top left, resulting in a loss of the map title but no map information. This
is a chart of the coast from Cape May to Maine and includes a large
inset of Buzzard Bay.
$650.00
173) (New Hampshire) Woodford, E.M., Map of Belknap County,
New Hampshire. Philadelphia: 1860. 132x132 cm. Wall map, backed,
with original rollers. Fair to good condition only. Some small tears, agetoning, light water stain 12 inches in at right side, one horizontal crack,
small chips near vertical center line, overall somewhat worn. 13
architectural views, 16 inset maps of towns and villages. Full color by
town. Cobb 262: "This is a variant edition of Woodford's 1859 map."A
scarce New Hampshire county map with Lake Winnipesaukee
prominent at the right center.
$950.00
174) (New York State) French, J. H. & Smith, Robert P., The State of
New York, from New & Original Surveys. Syracuse: 1860. 168x183
cm. 2nd edition. Excellent condition, original rods. There are a couple of
very short tears and blemishes in the top couple of inches, otherwise it is
extremely bright and fresh. This is among the best copies we have seen
of this landmark map of New York State. Very large, colorful and
decorative, it was also the definitive map of the state for the remainder
of the 19th century. See Ristow, Chapter 22 for an extensive discussion

of this map and the whole New York State mapping project of the
1850’s.
$1,500.00
175) (Pennsylvania) Lake, D. J., Shearer's Map of York County,
Pennsylvania, from Actual Surveys. Philadelphia: 1860. 152x152 cm.
Large wall map in fair to good condition only, backed with linen and
lacking wooden rods, of this central Pennsylvania county. Some insect
damage at the top, with light loss to 4 of the inset maps and one factory
view. General wear throughout. There are 36 inset plans and 8 building
views. Phillips p.1131.
$650.00
176) (Spain and Portugal) Imray, James, Charts of the Coasts of
Spain and Portugal, Extending from Cape Penas to the Strait of
Gibraltar. London: 1860. 102x130 cm. Blue-backed sea chart in
excellent condition, with one short vertical tear between the cartouche
and border at bottom right. Label on outside largely perished. 10 inset
maps of the principal harbors on the Portugese and western Spanish
coasts. Lighthouses indicated with color.
$600.00

177) (United States/Colorado) Johnson & Browning, New Illustrated
& Embellished ... Map of Republic. New York: 1860. 177x165 cm.
Large wall map, not in Wheat, though similar in content to the smaller
Wheat 978. A very important map as it shows the proposed “State of
Jefferson or Colona” for a Colorado which is shown in its modern
shape. Restored. Excellent condition with original rods. Other
interesting boundaries include an east-west line between Arizona and
New Mexico, a very early appearance of Nevada which extends into
Utah, a territory of Shoshone in what would become southern Idaho and
western Wyoming. The title block reads ‘Published by J. H. Colton, 54
William St., New York for Johnson & Browning, Richmond, VA.’ This
apparently indicates that the map was actually printed in New York,
though the formal attribution is a bit murky. This is among the earliest
maps to show Shoshone as well as among the only maps to show the
names of both Jefferson and Colona. Overall, a fascinating map
showing very volatile names and boundaries in the West.
$7,500.00
178) (United States) Mitchell, S. Augustus, New National Map,
Exhibiting the United States. Philadelphia: 1860. 159x152 cm. Wall
map in good condition, with light damage, cracking, small holes, at the
top and bottome. The central part of the map is bright and crisp. Shows
the whole continent, with insets of Hawaii, et. al. An early 1860 issue, it
shows the proposed Territory of Colona, which appeared on maps for
only a short time in 1860 and 1861.
$1,450.00
179) (Massachusetts) Borden, Simeon, Topographical Map of the
State of Massachusetts .... Boston: 1861. 127x193 cm. , Large wall
map in very good condition, lacking top rod and with a small hole in the

inset map of Lawrence. Original linen backing and varnish with light
age-toning. Generally a very bright and crisp copy. Full color by town.
25 inset maps, 23 of towns and cities, 2 of the state. A well-executed
updating of Borden’s original map of 1844, and probably the best 19 th
century map of the state.
$1,750.00
180) (Michigan) Geil & Harley, Map of Kalamazoo Co., Michigan.
Philadelphia: 1861. 120x122 cm. Wall map in very good condition, agetoned, mild chipping near top. There is one slightly larger chip in the
building view at the bottom of the right side of the map. Full color by
town. 5 inset maps at the top, the largest of which is of the city of
Kalamazoo. There are 18 building views, 9 each along the two sides of
the map. This was the first map of this mid-western county. $1,350.00
181) (New Hampshire) Walling, H.F., Topographical Map of Coos
County, New Hampshire. New York: 1861. 161x106 cm. Wall map in
good condition, age-toned varnish, with light scattered chipping and
stain at top left. There are slightly larger chips out of the views at the
top left and right. Original rods and linen backing. Hand-colored by
town. Land owners identified. 11 views and 11 inset town plans, along
with three small population and distance tables. On the back is a manuscript notation that this copy was once owned by J. C. Magill, a major
real estate broker in Chicago in the 1870’s. This map, of the northernmost county in New Hampshire, is probably the rarest of the county
maps of New England produced by Walling. Only one copy is recorded
in Antique Map Price Record as having been offered in the past 25
years. Cobb (Maps of New Hampshire) 264 calls for only 10 inset
plans, indicating that there may well be different states of this map as
there are of many other county maps of this period by Walling. While
worn, this is a quite serviceable copy of this very rare map. $2,500.00

neighboring Canadian counties. Most of the damage to this map would
likely be ameliorated with removal of the darkened varnish and
stabilization of the printed surface.
$650.00
187) (New York State) Hughes, Michael, Farm Map of the Town of
Wallkill, Orange Cty.. Philadelphia: 1862. 113x173 cm. Wall map.
There are sizeable stains in the top right and left corners, affecting views
of buildings, otherwise extremely bright and fresh. Full color by lot of
land. Landowners outside of the village of Middletown, which is in the
middle, are identified. 9 views of homes.
$950.00
188) (Pennsylvania) Walling, Henry F., Topographical Map of the
State of Pennsylvania. New York: 1862. 162.6x162.6 cm. Very good
condition with very light chipping and stain near the top. Original rods,
linen-backed. Bright full color by town. Published Smith, Palmer & Co.
This is a surprisingly scarce, very large map of Pennsylvania. Many
inset maps of towns and cities as well as climatological and geological
maps of the state. Phillips p. 683.
$1,350.00
189) (United States) Goldthwait, J.H., Goldthwait's Map of the
United States, British Provinces, Mexico, Central America W. India
Is., &c... New York: 1862. 82x94 cm. Wall map on original linen with
wood rollers top and bottom. Heavy stain in the Pacific Ocean west and
south of Baja California, holes in ocean and margin at top right,
cracking, staining, and light loss in inset map of the mid-West at the
lower left. An early map to show Nevada, though in a narrower
configuration with a very wide Utah. Many small towns in the
California Gold Regions and the Comstock Lode, including Virginia
City, are shown. Modelski 42 identifies and 1861 issue, but not this
1862.
$1,250.00

182) (United States-East) Blunt, E. & G. W., North East Coast of
North America (Nova Scotia to New York). New York: 1861.
106x204 cm. Huge blue-backed sea chart of the coast from the Bay of
Fundy to Cape May. 3x11 cm. hole at Southwest corner, with some loss
on southern Long Island into the Atlantic Ocean. There is also a long
tear, repaired but extending well into the map, in the ocean at the eastern
side.
$750.00
183) (Virginia) Randolph, J. W., New Map of Virginia, Compiled
from the Latest Maps. Richmond: 1861. 36x44.5 cm. Folding map,
lacking folder, lined with archival paper. Original full color by county.
Inset maps of Harpers Ferry and the Vicinity of Norfolk. A very scarce
Confedereate imprint map of Virginia, also showing most of Maryland.
Drawn and colored by Husted & Nenning, Main St. Lithographed by
Hoyer & Ludwig. Parrish & Willingham 6178 (7 loc.)
$3,500.00
184) (Virginia/Maryland) Bachman, John, Panorama of the Seat of
War - Birds Eye View of Virginia, Maryland, Delaware and the
District of Columbia. New York: 1861. 46x72 cm. Chromolithographic
bird's eye view of Virginia and the Delmarva Peninsula, as if from a
great height over the Atlantic Ocean. Good to very good condition, with
extensive chipping at the edge of the margins (not visible under a mat),
light stain at the extreme bottom left, and a crack at the center with very
minor chipping. Similar to Stevenson 2, apparently the earlier issue
without clouds and smoke over Manassas, but with the publishing
imprint of Charles Magnus, in New York, not Bachmann as indicated in
Stevenson.
$3,000.00
185) (Maryland/Virginia) Weekly Dispatch, Seat of War in Virginia
and Maryland. London: 1862. 47x32 cm. Lithographed map by E.
Weller, removed from an atlas or volume. Excellent condition. Hand
color in water only. Shows from Gettysburg to Fredericksburg, VA,
Harpers Ferry to Chesapeake Bay. An attractive map centering on
Washington DC.
$175.00
186) (New England) Baker, W. E. & A. A., Colton's New Steel Plate
Map of New England. New York: 1862. 141x141 cm. Large decorative
wall map in fair condition, with several tears, repaired, some chipping
and cracks with minor loss. Age-toned. Overall, a passable copy of a
scarce very large map of New England with several inset charts and
maps, including one large map of Boston and a large map of the United
States. Full color by town in the United States and by county in

190) (Civil War) Smith, J. Calvin, The New Naval and Military Map
of the United States. New York: c. 1862. 178x175 cm. Wall map
backed with modern linen. Varnish removed. The border consists of
portraits of Union generals, admirals and political leaders, including
Abraham Lincoln. Many inset views, with 3 large battle views &
panoramic view of Washington D.C. A very large, scarce, highly
decorative patriotic map from the early days of the Civil War. This is a
rare second state of the map with more military leaders added, along
with members of Lincoln's cabinet. The most important geographic
feature is the appearance of Idaho, which includes all of modern Idaho,
Montana, and Wyoming. The map is undated, but is likely from late
1862, which makes this among the earliest showings of Idaho on a
commercial map. This is the archetypal piece of patriotic, jingoistic
cartography of the American Civil War. It glorifies and romanticizes the

Union generals, political leaders, and victorious battles. The overall
impact is truly striking. A most memorable and impressive piece of
Americana. Stephenson 32.6.
$8,750.00
191) (Civil War) Perrine, Charles O., Perrine's New Topographical
War Map of the Southern States. Indianapolis: 1864. 71.4x92.4 cm.
Folding map in original boards spine gone, disbound. The map, which
shows from Trenton, NJ to Missouri, and south to the Gulf of Mexico
has tears along several folds and at some fold junctions. 202, [6] pp.
text contains a complete military chronology of the war with lengthy
descriptions of the battles, including many minor skirmishes. The map
has printed markings, which look somewhat like measles spots,
showing the locations of battles. The chronology goes through
September 26, 1864. This work was updated frequently during, and
shortly after, the war.
$650.00
192) (Hudson River) Lloyd, J. T., Lloyd's Topographical Map of the
Hudson River from the Head of Navigation at Troy to Its
Confluence with the Ocean at Sandy Hook. New York: 1864. 458x21
cm. Strip map constructed from Lloyd's four column map showing the
Hudson from above Albany to New York Harbor. Full color by town.
Many land owners identified throughout. A very good copy of a scarce
colorful map of the Hudson River and the area surrounding it. This map
carries Lloyd's notorious warning to the public against buying maps
from another Lloyd (H. H.), citing errors and deficiencies on his rival's
products. This map was made up by splitting the original 1-sheet, 4column map and joining it into a strip map. Not in Phillips. $1,350.00
193) (Railroad) Great Western and Michigan Central Railway Line,
Map of the Great Central Route. Boston: 1865. 20x25 cm. Folding
map, good condition, with a small triangular chip out of the bottom of
one panel (the top left corner of the map) not affecting printed area.
The eight interior panels contain an uncolored map of the eastern
United States, to Omaha, showing the route of the Great Central Route
from Boston to Chicago along with its connections to other lines.
Includes lines through lower Ontario between Buffalo and Detroit with
spurs to Toronto and Guelph. Dated November 1, 1865, this is among
the earliest examples of this genre of timetable maps. Well under a year
after the end of the Civil War, the map shows the entire South and its
rail system. One interesting feature is that West Virginia is not
delineated, though this was issued two years after statehood. $450.00
194) (Michigan) Farmer, Silas & Co., Farmer's Railroad &
Township Map of Michigan and Chart of the Lakes, Drawn and
Engraved by John Farmer, C. E.. Detroit: 1866. 65x62 cm. Folding
map in original cloth with title on a piece of cloth laid down. Excellent
condition. Full color by county, bright and crisp. The map has extensive
text on the right side, with promotional material, information on
railroads, etc. John Farmer, who drew the original map from which this
was derived, had died in 1859. His son Silas, born in 1839, took over
the family mapmaking business in Detroit and operated it through rest
of the 19th century.
$1,250.00
195) (Pennsylvania) Colton, G. W. & C.B., Colton's New Township
Map of the Eastern Counties of Pennsylvania. New York: 1866.
96x66 cm. Folding map in original cloth folder. Very good condition,
minor separations at fold junctions. Shows the eastern part of the state,
to just past the Susquehanna River.
$750.00
196) (United States - Midwest) Colton, G. W. & C. B., Colton's New
Railroad Map of the States of Ohio, Michigan, Indiana, Illinois,
Missouri, Wisconsin & Iowa .... New York: 1866. 43x56 cm. Folding
map in original cloth folder, spine split, front board detached. Map has
small separations at some fold junctions, otherwise very good. Full
color by county. A very late edition of a popular map first published
around 1847. Inset view of Maidens Rock at left of vignette and Arch
Rocks at top right. A scarce late issue of this well-known map of the
Midwest.
$1,350.00
197) (Illinois) Wilber, C. D., Wilber’s Miniature Map of Illinois,
Showing Railroads, Stations, Counties, Townships, Sections and
Rivers. Chicago: 1867. 30x22 cm. Diamond edition. Small folding map

in very fine condtions, with separation at one fold junction. Printed stiff
wrappers. Full color by county. A very rare little map of Illinois, designed specifically for travelers. davidrumsey.com shows an 1864 first
edition. This issue differs through the presence of a statistical table at
the right side not present there. There are also a number of towns or
railroad stations here, particularly in the Chicago area, which do not
appear on the 1864 map. The back cover has a view of the institution at
Versailles Mineral Springs, Illinois. Very rare, both for its small
ephemeral nature and its status as a pre-fire Chicago imprint. Engraved
and printed by Chas. Shober & Co. of Chicago. Conzen 4-1607 also
identifies the 1864 edition but does not show this 1867 issue. $1,375.00
198) (Railroad) Lake Shore and Michigan Southern Railroad, Map of
the Lake Shore and Michigan Southern Rail Road Line and
Connections. Chicago: 1867. 11x15 cm. Folding map, This is a
relatively early timetable map (May 1867) as well as being a pre-fire
Chicago publication. No printer is credited. One chip out of the front
panel, small hole in one other panel. The uncolored map of the eastern
United States occupies the center of the verso, surrounded by rates. The
recto has 8 panels containing the timetables and promotional
information. Timetable maps are most often seen from the 1870's. Not
in Modelski.
$575.00
199) (Missouri/Kansas) Blanchard, Rufus, Map of Missouri and
Kansas. Chicago: 1869. 40x54 cm. Folding map in original cloth
folder, excellent condition. Bright full color by county. The title on the
front cover reads "Guide Map of Missouri and Eastern Kansas". 3 pp.
text with county populations. There is also a profile at the bottom,
showing elevatiopns from Chicago to the mouth of the Illinois River.
This map was a product of Blanchard's first publishing partnership, at
146 Lake St., which was destroyed 3 years later in the Great Chicago
Fire. Shows all of Missouri and roughly the eastern ¼ of Kansas, with a
strip about four counties wide from north to south. A rare pre-fire
imprint. Not in Conzen.
$1,250.00
200) (New York State) Ely, W. W. (Colton, G. W. & C. B. pub.), Map
of the New York Wilderness. New York: 1869. 67x99 cm. Folding
map in cloth folder, front board with text detached but present. Full
color by county, separations at some fold junctions and one vertical
fold segment. Full color by town. 15 pp. text describes the region and
provides short sketches of some of the larger towns. This is an early
edition of an often reprinted map of northern New York State, from the
Vermont line to the St. Lawrence River. The early editions of this map,
copyrighted in 1868 though copies are known from 1867, were this
size. Later editions, as early as 1873, were reduced by about 20 cm. in
width. Overall an excellent copy of a classic map of New York's
Adirondack Region.
$1,750.00
201) (Gulf of Mexico) U. S. Navy Hydrographic Offcie, Gulf of
Mexico, West Indies and Caribbean Sea. Washington: 1870. 66x126
cm. Uncolored.sea chart of the southern coast of the United States and
the adjacent waters, including the tip of the Yucatan and most of Cuba
in the south. ack by linen. Very good condition, with one chip out of
the land area south of Corpus Christi Bay, light wear along bottom
margin. Two vertical cracks. The cartouches identify these as sheets 2
and 3, so it is likely that this is only the northern sheet of a larger map
which includes the Caribbean Sea, though it is quite complete by itself.
Good detail along the coasts of Florida, Louisiana and Texas. $1,250.00
202) (Illinois) Colton, G. W. & C. B., Colton's Illinois. New York:
1871. 39x32 cm. Folding map in original cloth folder, spine splitting.
Full color by county. Small holes at some fold junctions. Large colored
inset map of Chicago. This is an updated version of the map which first
appeared in Colton's General Atlas of 1855. The map clearly lays out
the boom of railroads through the state. The resulting growth of
Chicago can be easily understood.
$750.00
203) (Railroad) Chicago, Rock Island, & Pacific Railroad, Ask for
Through Tickets at Ticket Office via Chicago, Rock Island and
Pacific Railroad ... Chicago: 1871. 18x67 cm. Timetable for the Rock
Island, split and separated along one fold not affecting the map.

Accordian-fold, with 8 panels on each side. Uncolored map of the line
and connections showing all of Iowa and northern Illinois covers four
panels. Timetable is effective May 21, 1871, making this a scarce prefire Chicago imprint. One panel features rates for trains to Salt Lake City
to attact miners to the "Rich Utah Silver Mines." Printed by Spalding &
La Monte in Chicago before Rand McNally assumed a near-monopoly
over such printing.
$475.00

208) (New York City) Harper's Weekly, New York and Its
Surroundings - Map of the Metropolis from the Battery to One
Hundred and Eighth Street & Parts of Brooklyn, Williamsburgh,
Greenpoint. New York: 1873. 53.3x75.6 cm. Published for gratuitous
circulation with Harper's Weekly Number 858, June 7, 1873. Very
scarce newspaper supplement plan listing 291 churches or houses of
worship and 154 public buildings in New York along the lower border.
Uncolored. Modern archival backing. Shows ferry routes across the East
and Hudson Rivers, as well as the "Proposed Bridge" which would, 10
years later, be the Brooklyn Bridge. Haskell 1266.
$775.00
209) (New York State) Brosius, H., Bird's Eye View of the City of
Utica, Oneida County, New York 1873. n.p.: 1873. 67.5x92.9 cm.
Bird's-eye view of Utica, tinted. Modern backing. Wide margins,
chipping at edges of margins, not affecting image. Light smudging at
lower left with minimal visual impact. A wonderful view, showing
freight and passenger trains in the forground, barges on the Erie and
Chenango Canals, and thousands of individual buildings. 63 places
indexed. Reps 2927.
$1,250.00
210) (South America) U. S. Navy Hydrographic Office, Channels
between Magellan Strait and the Gulf of Penas, Republished from
the Best Admty. Charts of Dec. 1870, with Corrections to 1873.
Washington: 1874. 202x62 cm. 2-sheet chart of the southern stretch of
Chile on the west coast of South America, from the western outlet of the
Strait of Magellan, just above Tierra del Fuego. Stiff paper, excellent
condition.
$450.00

204) (South Carolina) Colton, G. W. & C. B., Colton's Map of the
State of South Carolina. New York: 1871. 71x80 cm. Very rare pocket
map of South Carolina. Original folder, front board detached. Short split
along one fold, separations at some fold junctions, otherwise excellent
condition. Full color by district. This is not a reprinting of the Colton
atlas map, but a significantly larger map issued separately only. Very
good detail, including areas in adjacent portions of North Carolina and
Georgia. From 1867 to 1871, Colton issued pocket maps of most of the
Southern states in larger formats for separate publication only. This map,
and the map of Tennessee below, are examples of these larger maps by
Colton. No record in Antique Map prices.
$2,350.00
205) (Tennessee) Colton, G. W. & C. B., Colton's Map of the State of
Tennessee. New York: 1871. 55x120 cm. Large map of Tennessee,
printed on two sheets. Original cloth folder. Heavily creased, some short
tears along folds and at fold junctions. Full color by county. Copyrighted
in 1866, this is a very rare Colton map of Tennessee alone. Most maps
of the 19th century included both Kentucky and Tennessee. As with the
South Carolina map above, this is significantly larger than the Colton
atlas maps and was issued only as a separate map.
$2,350.00
206) (Virginia/West Virginia) Colton, G. W. & C. B., Colton's
Virginia & West Virginia. New York: 1871. 27x40 cm. Folding map in
original cloth folder, spine weak. Map is fully colored by county and is
in excellent condition. Inset maps of Richmond and Norfolk. This map,
taken from the map of Virginia which first appeared in Colton's Atlas of
1855, was revised to reflect the establishment of West Virginia in 1863
including the addition of the name of the new state in both the title and
on the map.
$850.00
207) (Nebraska) Burlington & Missouri River Railroad Co., Rolling
Prairie and Valley Lands in Iowa and Nebraska. Lincoln, NE: 1872.
60x84 cm. Double-sided promotional piece, uncolored, with each side
having a map as a small portion of the printed area. The map on the
recto is of the United States, showing the route of the Burlington
Railroad. The map on the verso is a more detailed map of the route. Both
sides have promotional text but are dominated by views in Nebraska and
Iowa. The recto has 12 views, in and around Lincoln, Seward, Crete and
Saline County. The verso has 8 more views, mostly vistas of the prairie.
Very good condition, though with a split along one horizontal fold and
small separations at fold junctions. Most unusual.
$1,000.00

211) (South America) U. S. Navy Hydrographic Office, Magellan
Strait, Eastern Part to Sandy Point, Surveyed by Capt. R. C.
Mayne, R. N. , C. B. 1867 to 1868 - Sheet 1 only. Washington: 1874.
62x114 cm. Unbacked sea chart in very good condition, with minor
chipping at bottom margin and one short tear at left side. Other minor
creases and light wear. Land areas are tinted. This shows the eastern
passage of the Magellan Strait, from the entrance to the strait to the First
Narrows and Satellite Patch. Soundings throughout. 5 profiles of coastal
features at the margins.
$450.00
212) (Chicago) Chicago, Rock Island, & Pacific Railroad, Take the
Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific RR. Chicago: c. 1872. 26x33 cm.
Folding map, Very unusual item which looks like a timetable but
actually is a promotional piece with almost no timetable information.
Uncolored throughout. The recto has ads for the line. The verso, rather
than containing the usual map of the lines, instead has a map of
downtown Chicago highlighting the locations of the railroad terminals.
The date is approximate, but the piece is most likely post-fire, though
there are no markings on the map or text to indicate one way or the
other. The one small piece which has timetable information includes
days and times for arrival at Virginia City and Reno, Nevada. $450.00
213) (Civil War) Corps of Engineers, U. S. Army, Maps Illustrating
the Military Operations of the Atlanta Campaign ... 1864. New York:
1874-77. 89x52 cm. 5 maps, various sizes, illustrating the operations of
General Sherman as he approached Atlanta. Map I shows the area from
the Tennessee to Oostanaula River; Map II the region from Resaca on
the North to Ackworth on the South; Map III inlcudes the region from
Rome, Kingston & Cassville in the North to Dallas and Marietta in the
South; Map IV show the area around Pine, Lost & Kennesaw Mountains
including Atlanta proper; Map V the area from the Chattahoochee River
to Jonesboro and Lovejoy's Station. Very good condition with small
tears in some of the margins. Stephenson 132.
$2,750.00
214) (Iowa) Iowa RR Land Co., Map of Iowa R.R. Land Co. Lands in
Cherokee County. Cedar Rapids: c. 1875. 21x19 cm. , Small uncolored
map of this county in northwestern Iowa. Many manuscript
markings.AN interesting small map of this rural county.
$225.00
215) (United States) Colton, G. Woolworth, New Guide Map of the
United States & Canada, with Railroads, Counties, etc.. New York:
1875. 77x93 cm. Folding map in original cloth folder, fine condition.
Separations at some fold junctions and along 2 folds. Very fine map of
eastern U.S., with insets of the West, southern Florida, and southern

Texas. Excellent condition. Outline color by state. A bright, attractive
post-Civil War map of the United States. Extends far enough West to
show all of Dakota, Nebraska, Kansas and most of Texas.
$850.00
216) (Great Lakes) Put In Bay Steamers, Put In Bay Route from
Detroit to the Centennial, by Way of Cleveland or Sandusky ... the
Fast & Popular Steamer Jay Cooke. Detroit: 1876. 20x31.5 cm. Very
attractive promotional brochure for a Lake Erie steamer which ran in
the western end of Lake Erie between Detroit, Toledo, Sandusky and
Cleveland, focusing on two resort islands, Put In Bay Island and
Kelley's Island, just above Sandusky. 8 panels. The interior panels
consist of a bird's-eye view style map of the area bounded by
Cleveland, Detroit and Toledo, showing the steamer routes. Uncolored,
but quite attractive. Two of the four exterior panels have views of
buildings on the resort islands in Lake Erie.
$575.00
217) (United States) Blanchard, Rufus, Historical Map of the United
States Showing Early Spanish, French and English Discoveries and
Explorations ... Chicago: 1876. 137x149 cm. Huge, very colorful and
unusual historical case map of the eastern United States, with a large
inset map of the whole country. Dissected and mounted on modern
linen, with text pages pasted down on the versos. Original heavy leather
boards, fine condition. There are 15 other insets: six are reproductions
of early maps of North America, six are historical views of American
cities (St. Louis, Chicago, New York, Boston, Cincinnati and
Cleveland). A striking piece of Americana.
$2,250.00

220) (England) Imray, James & Son, England & Scotland - Coast
Northward of Flamborough Head. London: 1878. 104.8x203 cm.
Blue-backed sea chart showing the northeastern coast of England and
eastern coast of Scotland to the Orkney Islands. Very good condition,
with a tear with some loss in the bottom border at the left. No loss of
map surface. 24 inset maps provide details of towns and inlets along
the coast, including St. Andrews, Dundee, and Aberdeen. Printed in
three sheets and joined to make one large chart.
$450.00
221) (Holy Land) Eilers, A. H., Palestine! Old Testament History,
Showing All Places Mentioned in the Old Testament which are
Definitely Known,. St. Louis: 1878. 141x96 cm. Very large map of
the Holy Land for use in Sunday School classes. No bottom rod. Upper
rod is designed similar to a window shade, probably for fitting into a
case for this and other maps. Overall good condition, age-toned, minor
horizontal cracking. Full color by tribe of Israel. A scarce St. Louis
imprint.
$550.00
222) (Railroad) Pennsylvania Railroad Co., General Map of the
Pennsylvania Railroad and Its Connections. Philadelphia: 1879.
33x70 cm. Timetable map of the United States, highlighting the
Pennsylvania Railroad. Inset map of the world. The map is in bright
color, the text on the verso is uncolored. Views of the interior and
exterior of the train on the verso. Fine condition, minor separations at
fold junctions.
$375.00
223) (Boston) Photo-Electrotype Co., Map of Boston and Vicinity
from the Latest Surveys. Boston: 1880. 85x59 cm. Uncolored map in
a newspaper format, of the Boston area from Quincy to Newton and
north to include Somerville.Very fragile with significant damage, with
some loss, at folds, split along the lower-most horizontal fold and other
tears along the venter vertical fold. Printed on both sides, with a
smaller map of downtown Boston and a bird’s-eye view of Boston
Harbor on the recto. On both sides the maps are surrounded by ads for
local Boston businesses. In spite of the fragility and damage, this is a
very interesting and rare group of maps of Boston.
$375.00
224) (Nebraska) Van Decar, H. B., Howard County, Nebraska. St.
Paul, NE: c. 1880. 28x26 cm. Small uncolored plat map of this county
in central Nebraska, issued as an ad for Van Decar, a local real estate
attorney and insurance salesman. Grid locations are numbered and
towns identified. Railroads through the area, crossing at St. Paul, are
shown. Not in Printed Maps of the Midwest.
$225.00

218)(United States-West) Bancroft, H. H., Bancroft's Map of
California, Nevada, Utah, & Arizona. San Francisco: 1876. 77.5x93
cm. Folding map in original cloth, repaired. Decorative border. Full
color by county. One small strip of loss near right edge, with very minor
loss. Backed by archival paper. This is a later edition of this scarce map,
originally published in 1863 as part of Bancroft's monumental Map of
the Pacific States. Shows all of California and Nevada, the western
portions of Utah and Arizona, and a tiny south-western tip of Wyoming.
Updated to include proposed and completed railroads throughout the
region, most notably in southern California and Arizona.
$3,750.00
219) (England) Imray, James, & Son, English Channel. London: 1877.
103x185 cm., Blue-backed sea chart of the English Channel from Calais
and Ramsgate around to the Scilly Isles. Excellent condition, extensive
detail throughout. 14 inset maps of bay, harbors and towns on both
English and French side of the Channel.
$450.00

225) (North Pole) Bauman, William, Map of the North Polar
Region. New York: c. 1880. 65x93 cm. Folded, dissected and mounted
on linen with marble endpapers. Excellent condition. Outline printed
color. Names of expeditions highlighted in red. Coastal profile of
Wrangell Land in the corner. All of the major polar and extreme
northern expeditions, from the 16th to 19th centuries are labeled with
name and date.
$725.00
226) (Europe) Colton, G. W. & C. B., Colton's Map of Europe. New
York: 1881. 65x82 cm. Large folding map with decorative border in
original cloth folder. Excellent condition, with only small tears along
one fold and some fold junctions. Shows the whole continent as far
asthe Caspian Sea. Bright full color by country. This map was only
issued separately, not issued in any of Colton's atlases.
$375.00

227) (Georgia) Chronicle & Constitutionalist, Map of the City of
Augusta, GA, by A. H. Davidson, City Eng. & W.E. Speir Archt..
Augusta: 1881. 48x36 cm. , 16 pp. issue of the 1881 ‘Trade Issue’ of
the Augusta Chronicle & Constitutionalist. Uncolored full-page map of
Augusta on the front cover. 47 place names indexed on map. Good to
very good condition, with tears at edge where once bound into a
volume with 2 staples and a small hole at the intersection of a vertical
and horizontal fold on the map. The remainder of the issue is in very
good condition. The paper is filled with ads and illustrations, including
a 1/8 page view of Broad Street in Augusta. OCLC lists 12 locations for
this newspaper title, but it is unclear how many of those holdings
include this annual trade issue. The Chronicle was first published in
1785, but was issued under this name only from 1879 to 1882. $650.00
228) (Kansas) Rand McNally, Rand McNally & Co.'s Kansas.
Chicago: 1881. 32x50 cm. Folding map in original cloth folder, corners
lightly bumped, otherwise excellent. 36 pp. text listing counties &
towns, with populations, as well as lakes, creeks, rivers. Also lists
railroads.
$275.00
229) (Minnesota) Davison, C. Wright, The Davison & Abbott Map
of Minneapolis. Drawn by Chas. H Hart, Civil Engineer.
Minneapoils: 1881. 80x64 cm. Attractive fully colored map of
Minneapolis showing lot lines & wards. Large folding map which
shows no indication of having been bound. Some land owners
identified. Short tear along one fold. 281 additions indexed. Unbacked,
excellent condition.
$750.00

233) (Nebraska) Burlington & Missouri River Railroad Co., Map of
Lands of the B. & M.R.R. Co. Boone County, Neb. - Lands Shaded
Were for Sale June 1, 1882. St. Louis: 1882. 50x34 cm. Uncolored
map of Boone County to promote the sale of railroad lands. Some
creases and early folds, horizontal full split along center fold repaired.
Manuscript notes at edges. Rectangular survey highlighted, as are
towns in the county. Small inset map at lower right showing most of
Nebraska and Kansas featuring the railroad routes. At lower left are
names and contact information for the land agents. Lithographed by
Augustus Gast of St. Louis. Printed Maps of the Midwest 12-0053
(defective copy of an 1880 issue of this map)
$325.00
234) (Railroad) Rock Island Route, ’The Great Rock Island Route’.
Chicago: 1882. 36x27 cm. This is an oddity, a map within a 6 page
piece of sheet music. The front cover of the music has views of the
Rock Island depot in Chicago and a view of the Sierras. Inside the front
cover is a small (12x15 cm.) map of the Rock Island lines from
Chicago to Omaha, St. Paul to Kansas City. The back cover is blank.
Uncolored. Generally good, with marginal tears to each leaf not
affecting the map or music. Words and Music by J. A. Roff. $175.00

230) (New York City) Watson's Guide Map, Popular Resorts
Around New York. New York: 1881. 54x31 cm. Folding map in
printed wrappers. Fully split along the horizontal center fold, but with
no loss. The verso is fully printed with ads, including a statement by
Gaylord Watson that 6,000 of these were published. Haskell does not
list this map. On the map is an ad for Roebling's Wire Rope The map
includes much of lower Westchester County and western Long Island
in New York, northern Monmouth County in New Jersey.
$325.00

231) (Japan) Yamatoya, M., New Map of Tokio. 1882. Divided into
Ninth Ri Sections for Measuring Distrances. Tokyo: 1882. 61x82
cm. Original cloth folder with paper label, front board detached,
binding worn. Map is dissected and backed with linen, fine condition.
Endpaper ad for Shinamono Haitatsujo, showing rates for parcel
deliveries within Tokyo. Map is engraved by G. Nakamura. Inset plan
at bottom left of Tsukuji Foreign Settlement. This is a very early
Japanese publication printed in English for a western audience. OCLC
57246793 (1 loc)
$1,350.00
232) (Kansas) Cram, George F., Rail Road & Township Map of
Kansas. Chicago: 1882. 40x52 cm. Folding map in original stiff
printed wrappers. Wrappers are in fair condition, chipped, soiled, with
front cover detached but present. Map is good, with some scattered
staining and separations at some fold junctions. Contains 12 pp. index
of towns and their populations.
$450.00

235) (California) Southern Pacific Railroad, California Tourist.
Yosemite, The Big-Tree Groves, Geysers, Monterey and Other
Popular Summer Resorts of California. San Francisco: 1884. 38x43
cm. Timetable map printed on yellow paper. Trimmed slightly at
bottom edge of verso, with very small impact on text and on neat line
at bottom of map. The map, ‘Map Showing the Summer Resorts on the
Pacific Coast, Adjacent to the Lines of the Central and Southern Pacific
Railroads’ occupies 80% of the verso. It is generally uncolored, but has
the Central and Southern Pacific lines highlighted in red . Detailed
railroad map of the area around San Francisco Bay, extending to
Virginia City, Nelson, Willows, Cloverdale, Clear Lake, Monterey,
Madera, and Yosemite. The map shows the various railroad lines
servicing the above listed destinations, via the Central Pacific,
Southern Pacific and several smaller lines, including the Amador & Ch.
Railroad, the Sacramento & Placerville Railroad, the San Francisco &
North Pacific Railroad, and the Virginia City & Truckee Railroad,
among others. Points of interest include Yosemite Valley, the
Calaveras Big Trees, Copperopolis, Virginia, City, Gold Hill, Silver
City, Washoe Lake, and Geyserville. With time tables, fares and other
details for many of California's destinations.
$750.00
236) (Dakota) Poole Bros., Plat of the Picturesque City of Pierre. At
Present the Best Business CIty and Destined to Be the Metropolis
of the Northwest. Chicago: 1884. 62x50 cm. Uncolored plat map of
the new city of Pierre, with a map of Dakota by Rand McNally,
showing the location of Pierre on the verso. Original stiff printed

town. Many land owners identified. Also shows large sections of New
Jersey towns on the west side of the Arthur Kill and Newark Bay A
late, lithographed production from Colton as the firm was more and
more becoming a regional mapmaker before it disappeared around the
turn of the 20th century. A rare, large and attractive map of this oftenneglected area of New York State, before it was incorporated into
Greater New York.
$850.00
241) (Connecticut) Mitchell, [S. A.], Connecticut. Philadelphia: c.
1885. 20x27 cm. Small pocket map in very good condition, fully
colored by county. In original cloth folder with title "Map of
Connecticut from Mitchell's New Geography" stamped on the front
cover. A similar note is printed on the map, as is "With the
Compliments of the Publishers, E. H. Butler & Co., Philadelphia." at
the bottom. This is an unusual format for a map out of a geography and
a fairly late map for Mitchell.
$275.00

wrappers, with the title ‘County & Railroad Map of Dakota! Showing
the Central Location of Pierre! Presented Gratuitously by the
Northwestern Land Association.’ Good condition only, with some
crude tape repairs along fold splits. This is among the first, if not the
first, map of Pierre. Printed Maps of the Midwest shows only one map,
dated circa 1883, and one bird's-eye view dated March 1883, of the
city. The last digit of the date printed on the front wrapper here looks
like it could very well have been changed to a ‘4’. In spite of the
condition flaws, a wonderful early map of what would become the
South Dakota state capitol. OCLC 38076095 (3 loc.) lists this as the
Rand McNally Dakota title, but the Pierre plan, with descriptive text
around it, is far more important.
$2,250.00

242) (Nebraska) Buntin, Runyon & Jones, Plat map of the Town of
Summit, Butler County, Nebraska. David City, NE: c. 1885. 24x20
cm. Small uncolored township map, with the designation Township 15,
Range 1, written in. The printed grid is generic and could be used for
any township with regular shape in the rectangular survey. This map
bears the imprint of a real estate agency in nearby David City. Many
contemporary manuscript notes show owners, buildings (including one
‘sod house’, and a sketch profile of the Omaha & Republican Valley
RR route to David City.
$150.00

237) (Nebraska) McSobb, T., Howard Co. n.p.: 1884. 46x34 cm.
Uncolored map, printed on heavy paper with one horizontal fold, of
Howard County. Rectangular surveys blocks numbered and key
geographical features are keyed. One manuscript note indicating line of
B&M Railroad from Central City. Very good condition, some short
tears at margins.
$150.00
238) (Nebraska) Smiler, H. F., County Surveyor, Boone Co. n.p.:
1884. 44x35 cm. Uncolored plat map of Boone County, Nebraska,
compiled by the county surveyor. Previously folder, short tears along
two folds. Filled with manuscript markings, around all edges and on
the map surface, tracking sales of land in the 1890's through around
1910. Notes indicate many dates, names, prices paid, though not all
information is given on each note. One grid square is highlighted,
presumably indicating the land of the owner of this map. Map shows
township and section lines, complete and incomplete railroads, schools,
cemeteries, and water courses.
$325.00
239) (New England) Johnson, Thomas R., “Johnson's” Section Map
and Index of the New England States. Boston: 1884. 107x63 cm.
Folding map, Folding map in original cloth folder. Excellent condition,
minor separations at some fold junctions, short split along one fold.
Full color by state, section designations printed in color. Engraved and
printed by G. W. & C. B. Colton. The front cover is dated 1894, but the
map is dated 1884, with a copyright date of 1882. Shows all of New
England, with a large inset of eastern Massachusetts. A scarce map of
New England, divided into numbered sectors. These sectors are
appanently supposed to be keyed to a separate index which is not
present here.
$550.00
240) (New York City) Colton, G. W. & C. B., Map of Staten Island,
Richmond County, State of New York. New York: 1884. 66x79 cm.
Folding map in original cloth folder, weak at spine. Map is in very
good condition, with separations at some fold junctions. Full color by

243) (New York City/New Jersey) Bridgman, E. C., Bridgman's
Map of the Suburbs of New York City, Embracing the Territory
Occupied by the Homes of New York Businessmen. New York: c.
1885. 69x52 cm. Folding map in excellent condition. Original stiff
orange wrappers. Full color by town. Index list of towns printed on six
panels on the back. While nominally a map of New York City and
suburbs, most of the map shows areas in New Jersey. It shows all of
Bergen, Passaic, Essex, Union, and Middlesex Counties and most of
Morris and Monmouth Counties. Also included are parts of Somerset,
Sussex and Mercer. The bottom left corner of the map is the City of
Trenton. In New York State, much of Westchester County and parts of
Rockland and Queens are shown. Haskell 1379. Haskell 1380 lists a

much larger map of which it appears that this map is probably the
southwestern quadrant.
$1,350.00
244) (New Hampshire) Burleigh, L. R., Greenville, New Hampshire.
Troy, NY: 1886. 35.6x50.8 cm. Bird's-eye view of this small New
Hampshire town, with a clean tear (cut?) all the way across the sky, 3
inches from the top. The top section has been crudely reattached, with
no loss. Also trimmed close at bottom. Uncolored. There are 9 locations
noted and a reduced facsimile of an 1847 view of Mason Village qt the
bottom. Reps 2226, Cobb 410.
$350.00
245) (New Jersey) Dripps, M., Map of Jersey City and Hoboken,
Hudson County, N.J.. New York: c. 1887. 89x54 cm, Original stiff
printed wrappers from Goldthwaite's Geographical Exchange in New
York. Map is rebacked, with one very small area of loss. Full color by
ward. The map can be roughly dated by the naming of the Statue of
Liberty (post-1885) and the absence of the Central Jersey RR Terminal
on the waterfront which was built in 1889. The map also identifies Fort
Gibson on Ellis Island. A large and colorful map of Hoboken and
Jersey City.
$850.00
246) (St. Lawrence River) Babbage, E. F., The Phat Boy's
Delineations of the St. Lawrence River. Rochester, NY: 1887.
15.6x240 cm. Folding map, Very unusual in its presentation, with an
illustration of "The Phat Boy" on the front cover and at the top of the
map. Fine condition, torn along one fold. Printed on two sides and
folded into stiff wrappers, the map is a bird's-eye view of the St.
Lawrence from Montreal to Kingston on LakeOntario. Uncolored. The
verso has ads on each of the 20 panels, for businesses from Montreal,
Rochester, New York, Boston and other locales. This is as
ideosyncratic a piece of cartography as we have seen.
$850.00
247) (Washington State) Northern Pacific Railroad Co., Map
Showing Land Grant of the Northern Pacific Railroad Co. in
Eastern Washington and Northern Idaho. St. Paul: 1888. 92x87 cm.
Folding timetable map of eastern Washington State. Uncolored. Intact,
though with many separations at fold junctions and other small tears.
The recto is filled with information about the cities and towns of
eastern and central Washington and Northern Idaho, small views of
buildings, towns, and farms in the area, and a map of Washington,
Oregon and northern Idaho. The entire verso consists of the map, which
shows the area Clark's Fork at the Idaho/Montana line in the northeast
to Arlington on the Columbia River in the southwest.Though this map,
or similar, were published for a number of years, this is among the
earliest dates we have seen for a map of this area. The title indicates
that it is correct as of August 15, 1888. Not in Modelski.
$425.00
248) (Virginia) Colton, G. W. & C. B., Colton's New Topographical
Map of the States of Virginia, West Virginia, Maryland & Delware
and Portions of Other Adjoining States. New York: 1889. 77x110
cm. Folding map, lacks folder. Late issue of this bright colorful map of
Virginia and West Virginia, taken from a plate first used in the 1860's.
Backed with linen, torn along several folds, smoke damaged at top
right. Full color by county. Decorative border. Overall an attractive
map, among Colton’s later efforts, though in need of rebacking. $375.00
249) (Colorado) East Argentine T. M. M. P. & T. Co., Gold Belt Map
of Colorado Showing the Great Gold Belt of the Rocky Mountains.
Georgetown, CO: c. 1890. 20x20 cm. , Small broadside promotional
piece with a map in the bottom 2/3. Excellent condition. The map,
extracted from a larger map of Colorado (Rand McNally?), has a
yellow-colored diagonal stripe running from southwest to northeast,
along with a small circular area in the southeast including Pike's Peak
and Cripple Creek, denoting the gold regions in Colorado. Verso is
blank.
$250.00
250) (New York State) Burleigh, L. R., Greene, N. Y.. Troy: 1890.
36x64 cm. Folding bird's-eye view in original wrappers with title on
front. Very good condition, separations at some fold junctions.
Uncolored. 39 references in key. An unusual format for a bird's-eye
view, which were normally issued flat and unfolded for matting, rather
than folded like a pocket map. Reps 2549.
$650.00

251) (New York State) Goldthwaite, William M., Map of Mount
Vernon and Environs, Westchester Co., N. Y., Showing Lot
Numbers, Subdivisions of Lots and Property Lines. New York:
1890. 168x122 cm. Huge folding map, backed with linen and dissected
in four sections, of this city just northeast of New York City. Bound
into gilt-stamped cloth boards. Excellent condition. Some property
owners identified. Sewers, railroads, gas mains and water mains are all
shown in color. Hufeland 1230.
$750.00
252) (Oregon/Washington) United States Coast Survey, Columbia
River (6 sheets). Washington: 1890. 62x71 cm. , All 6 sheets printed
on heavy stock, never folded. Issued separately, not in Coast Survey
volumes. Excellent condition, with only defects being very light
marginal soiling and one short tear in the left margin of the first sheet.
Uncolored. Very detailed charts show the Columbia River from its
mouth to Portland. This appears to be the first detailed charting of the
Columbia, taken largely from surveys taken in the early to mid 1870's.
Sheet 1 is U.S.C. & G.S. sheet #640; Sheets 3-6 are sheets 641 a-d)
Sheet 2 is not numbered, appears to have been printed a year or two
earlier than the other sheets, and bears no sheet number. It does have a
rubber stamp on the surface, however, from Dillon & Co., chart seller
in San Francisco, the same stamp appearing on each sheet. A rare set of
charts which has no recent record of being offered for sale. $1,850.00
253) (Pennsylvania) Diffenbacher, J. F., Map of Pittsburgh and
Allegheny Cities, Drawn from Official Maps and Records. n.p.:
1890. 49x64 cm. Folding map, with title printed on outside but issued
without covers, of Pittsburgh and Allegheny. District lines are colored.
All streets and rail lines are shown. An interesting little map of
Pittsburgh which looks like it may have been issued to slide into the
pocket of a guide or the equivalent. Offered with two other folding
pieces, printed on the outside in the same manner: a small (14x37 cm)
Bird's Eye View of the Connellsville Coke Region, and a larger map
of the Collieries of the Pittsburgh Steam, and Youghiogheny Gas
Coals, within Forty Miles of Pittsburgh, PA., Designed and
Copyrighted by Alex Y. Lee, C.E. This latter map is splitting along one
fold and has separations at some fold junctions.
$425.00
254) (Railroad) Norfolk and Western Railroad, Mineral Territory
Tributary to Norfolk and Western Railroad. Philadelphia: 1890.
62x85 cm. Bright colorful folded map of an area centered on Radford,
Virginia and the area around it. Includes significant parts of Virginia,
West Virginia North Carolina, Tennessee, and Kentucky. A very small
tip of Ohio, including the town of Ironton, appears at the top left.
Chromolithographed, with deposits of different minerals shown in

the land areas adjacent. Published by the Canadian Department of
Railways and Canals.
$700.00
260) (United States) Dinsmore, Thomas, Map of the United States
and Territories, with Adjacent Parts of Canada and Mexico ...
Washington: 1891. 165x200 cm. Very large wall map with modern
linen backing. Full lithographic color. Excellent detail, showing
topographical detail, particularly interesting in the West. Indian
reservations, national parks, land claims, and other features are clearly
identified and delineated. This enormous map was separately published
by the General Land Office, though it is more attractive and useful than
many of the Land Office's smaller publications.
$1,500.00
261) (Mexico) Mexican National RR, Laredo Route - Short Line to
Monterey, Saltillo, San Luis Potosi ... and the City of Mexico. New
York: 1892. 58x58 cm. Folding timetable map in excellent condition.
Recto has title panels and timetables. Verso is a map of Mexico, with
some text, entitled "Map of the Mexican National R.R.", with an inset
map of Mexico City and Vicinity. Full color by state.
$375.00
colors. The background is printed in black and brown with rivers in
blue. Very good condition, with some separations at fold junctions.
There is no indication that this was bound into any company report,
though it is possible that it was laid in or included in a pocket of such a
report. A fine geological map of the heart of Appalachia.
$750.00
255) (Railroad) Queen & Crescent Route, South Via the Beautiful
Queen and Crescent Route. Chicago: 1890. 89x40 cm. Timetable map
in fair condition only. Very scarce map of the Southern states and this
route, along five different rail lines, which connected New Orleans,
Shreveport, Cincinnati, Mobile, and Thomasville Georgia. No loss, but
some tears, one repaired, along folds, and considerable staining. There
are two maps on the verso, a larger "Local Map of the Queen &
Crescent Route" showing the South only, and a smaller "The Queen &
Crescent Route in Connection with the Railroad Systems of the United
States & Mexico" which shows the whole country.
$200.00
256) (Railroad) Union Pacific Railroad, Sioux City, Council Bluffs,
Omaha, St. Joseph, Leavenworth or Kansas City to All Points
West. Omaha: 1890. 22x10 cm. Folding timetable map, printed by
Rand, McNally in Chicago. On the verso is an uncolored map of the
United States, with one-panel maps of St. Louis and Chicago.
Generally very good condition, with separations at some fold junctions,
manuscript markings on front wrapper.
$450.00
257) (Virginia) Lee, A. Y., Lee's Map of the Valley of Virginia.
Chicago: 1890. 35x51 cm. Folded map, unbacked. 2 maps and a view
on one sheet. Both maps have some color. The view, of the Luray Inn,
does not. The smaller map shows the mineral deposits around Luray,
Virginia. The main map, which measures 16x41 cm. and runs across
the bottom of the sheet, is oriented with north to the right and shows the
area from Washington to White Sulphur, VA, including the whole
Shenandoah Valley from Hagerstown, MD to Roanoke. The top right
identifies the sheet as ‘Luray, VA. The Valley Land and Improvement
Company.’ Printed by A. Zeese & Co.24
$500.00
258) (Washington State) Anderson, O. P. & Co., Whitney's Map of
Tacoma and Environs, Washington. Seattle: 1890. 83x60 cm. Map,
folded, in fair to poor condition, damaged, with some loss, at center
fold junction, along the center fold, and at the top left corner. Some
staining at edges. Hand color by neighborhood, some land owners
identified. A very scarce map. In spite of the condition, there is
relatively little loss, leaving almost all of the information on the map
intact.
$400.00
259) (Canada) Parent, E.H., Map of the Richelieu River. [Ottawa]: c.
1890. 45x294 cm. 4 maps, published as a group, spliced together on
linen to make one long map of the river from Lake Champlain at the
boundary with the United States to St.John's, now Saint-Jean-SurRichelieu. Chipping at right edge, with minor loss. Some loss created
from merging the 4 parts into 1. Excellent detail both on the river and

262) (West Indies) U. S. Navy Hydrographic Office, West Indies with
the Gulf of Mexico and Caribbean Sea, Compiled from the Latest
Infromation. Washington: 1892. 81x133 cm. Folding case map, linenbacked, varnished, folding and dissected, of the Caribbean basin from
the coast of Texas to Trinidad & Tobago and Barbados. Shows the
coasts of Florida and Central America in their entireties. Original cloth
folder with "West Indies" stamped on front cover. The only colors are
red and yellow dots for lighthouses. Very detailed with depths shown
along all coasts and along major shipping lanes.
$700.00
263) (Wisconsin) Strand, M. A., Strand's Sectional Map of the City
of Superior and Vicinity, Douglas Co. Wis. 1892. Superior, WI:
1892. 57x85 cm. Sheet map on very thin paper. Very minor fraying and
short tear in bottom margin, otherwise excellent condition. Various
additions and division have full color, but there are large swaths of
uncolored areas. Printed by Brown, Treacy & Co. of St. Paul. A rare
map of this small city on the south shore of Lake Superior. Printed
Maps of the Midwest 6-1409 provides an approximate date, even
though the 1892 date is prominently featured in two different locations
on the map.
$475.00
264) (Canada) Provincial Government of Manitoba, Map of
Manitoba. Winnipeg: 1893. 559x63 cm. Prviously folded map
(removed from a report?) of Manitoba. Excellent condition. Full color
by county in surveyed areas, tinted in the unsurveyed areas of the north,
around Lakes Winnipegosis, and Dauphin. The area around the
southern portions of Lakes Manitoba and Winnipage are surveyed and
colored, around the northern parts it is not yet surveyed.
$250.00
265) (Colorado) Denver & Rio Grande Railroad, Panoramic Views
along the Line of the Denver & Rio Grande Railroad. Chicago:
1893. 19x124 cm. Promotional brochure folding out into 12 panel,
printed on verso and recto. The entire verso is covered by brightly
colored views of locales in Colorado, including Manitou, Gateway to
the Garden of the Gods, Canyon of the Grand River, Glenwood
Springs, Cathedral Spire and Castle Gate. There is a map covering 2
panels on the recto showing the location of the railroad's lines. The rest
of the recto has text descriptive of Colorado and Utah.
$475.00
266) (Nebraska) Everts, L. H., & Co., Official Topographical Map of
Nebraska. Philadelphia: 1893. 40x78 cm. Folded map of Nebraska,
unbacked, no apparent evidence of attachment to volume. Excellent
condition, full color by county. Originally issued for Everts 1885 Atlas
of Nebraska and revised for J. M. Wolfe & Co's Nebraska State
Gazetteer. Lists of Congressional and Judicial Districts at bottom left.
Printed Maps of the Midwest 12-0717, showing 1 location at Library of
Congress.
$250.00
267) (Colorado) Rand McNally, Colorado. Chicago: 1895. 48x66.5
cm. Folding map, lacking folder. Good condition, torn along one fold.
Printed in red and black, with railroads, county boundaries, and title
area printed in red. Excellent detail, showing all rivers, relief by
hachures.
$250.00

268) (Hawaii) Alexander, W. D., Molokai. n.p.: 1897. 42x84 cm.
Survey map by the Hawaiian Government Survey of the island of
Molokai. Excellent condition,with one separation at a fold junction.
Some areas have fully printed color; others are uncolored. This was one
of a series of maps at this time of all of the Hawaiian Islands. $275.00

273) (West Virginia) Kanawha & Pocahontas Railroad Co., Profile
of the Location on Paint Creek from the Kanawha River to
Hickory Camp Branch, Kanawha & Pocahontas Railroad Co..
Dego, WV: 1900. 11x564 cm. Manuscript fold-out profile of the line of
this rail branch, no doubt drawn by the engineer-in-charge of its
construction on engineers’ graph paper. Every stretch is color-coded by
date of construction, running from November 1899 to November 1900.
There are pencil notations throughout in addition to the surveying
checkpoints. Original cloth, well worn, front cover detached due to a
split between two of the pages. Each page is backed by linen. An
interesting technical artifact of building a rail spur straight up into the
mountains of West Virginia.
$500.00
274) (New York State) Robson & Adee, Map of Saratoga Springs.
Saratoga Spring: 1901. 46x54 cm. Uncolored guide map of Saratoga
Springs, showing all streets, railroads and bicycle paths. Stiff printed
wrappers. 46 buildings are keyed and the race track and other larger
structures are identified on the map. Printed by Walker in Boston.
Inside front cover lists other guides.
$225.00

269) (United States - East Coast) Direccion de Hydrografica,
America Septentrional. Costa Este. Hoja VI. Desde el Puerto Great
Egg Hasta la Isla Block. Madrid: 1897. 61x96 cm. Sea chart on stiff
paper, with on old vertical fold at the center. Excellent condition.
Uncolored except for locations of lighthouses which are shown in red
and yellow. Actually two charts on one sheet. The larger, main chart is
on the right showing the coastline of the United States from Great Egg
Harbor in New Jersey to Block Island and Charlestown Rhode Island.
The smaller chart, occupying the left 1/4 of the sheet, is a closeup map
of New York City and Harbor. Shows from Sandy Hook and the nearby
coast in New Jersey to northern Manhattan. Includes all of Brooklyn,
most of Queens, eastern Staten Island, and the eastern coast of New
Jersey from Elizabeth to Gutenberg. Shows Bayonne, Jersey City, and
Hoboken along with Newark Bay. Little detail is shown on land,
though there is much more on the closeup map than the main map.
Depths are shown in all water areas. First published in 1874, this copy
was updated to 1897. A very rare and unusual chart of the New York/
New Jersey coast.
$1,750.00
270) (Minnesota) Roe, Frederick B., Albertson's Map of the City of
Duluth, St. Louis County, Minn. and Vicinity (Revised Edition).
Duluth: 1900. 54x106 cm. Large, colorful folding map in original stiff
pebbled cloth boards. Part full and part outline color. Minor holes at
some fold junctions. Major land divisions, parks, cemeteries,etc.
identified. Roe was an engineer from Philadelphia, but the map was
published by the Albertson Stationery and Book Co. of Duluth. $500.00
271) (Montana) Polk, R. L., & Co., R. L. Polk & Co's Map of Helena
Mont. 1900. n.p.: 1900. 69x105 cm. Folded map, unbacked, with
separations at some fold junctions and minor staining at top left edge
and along one fold. Outline color. It is possible that this map was
originally published in a book such as a city directory, though there is
no glue residue or binding tab evident. Early manuscript notes, with
color, indicate the locations of Fort Harrison and a Catholic college. A
scarce map of developing Helena.
$950.00
272) (United States) Spaulding, J. R., & Co., New Indexed Pictorial,
Railroad & County Map of the United States. Boston: 1900.
109x153 cm. Color lithographed wall map, printed on both sides. Near
mint condition, only one very short tear and no blemishes. Original
wood rollers top and bottom. Very attractive. The recto, on varnished
paper, has a map of the United States, a small inset map of Alaska, with
views of major cities as the top border and portraits of the presidents as
the bottom border. The eastern portion of Oklahoma is still Indian
Territory. The verso, unvarished, has a full-color map of the world at
the center, with a wide variety of other illustrations, including flags and
coats of arms of many countries, historical figures, small plans of cities
of the world, and more.
$750.00

275) (Oklahoma) Chicago, Rock Island, and Pacific Railway. The
Oklahoma Opportunity. Opening of the Kiowa, Comanche and
Apache Reservations. Chicago: 1901. Promotional brochure with a
folding map, "A Sectional Map of the Kiowa, Comanche and Apache
Reservation to be Opened for Settlement Summer of 1901." 24 pp. text.
Map is in full color, fetauring the area in southwestern Oklahoma centering on the Wichita Mountains and Fort Sill. There is also an uncolored 2-page map in the text which shows the general location of the
lands to be opened. Excellent condition. The text describes the land to
be opened, the law under which it was opened, and several photos of
the area and members of the native tribes being displaced.
$750.00
276) (Maine/Massachusetts) Eldridge, George, Chart E - Gloucester
to Entrance to Kennebec River. Boston: 1902. 167x64 cm. hart,
Large sea chart in excellent condition. Linen-backed, with Eldridge's
label and price lists on the back. Uncolored, except for red and yellow
dots showing lighthouses. Little detail on land areas, giving this, as well
as other Eldridge charts, a very clean crisp look.
$750.00
277) (South Dakota) Peterson, E. Frank, 20th Century Map of
South Dakota. Vermillion, SD: 1902. 43x55 cm. Locally-published
map of South Dakota, issued for a local real estate broker. Pocket map
in stiff wrappers. Outline color by county, with Lyman and southern
Stanley counties highlighted as the areas where the brokers, Bartine &

McLain or Oacoma, were active. Very good condition with separations
at some fold junctions.
$250.00

278) (New York City) Rand McNally, Rand McNally Standard Map
of the Borough of Brooklyn. Chicago: 1903. 91x83 cm. Moderatesized wall map in good condition, with mild chipping at top right and
light wear throughout. Mild age-toning. Some areas printed in color.
Original rods and linen backing. A map of Brooklyn shortly after the
incorporation of the City of Brooklyn.
$650.00

good condition, with small separations at some fold junctions and one
tear along a fold. The map is a very bright, colorful panorama map of
the valley of the Columbia River from the Pacific Ocean to Arlington,
Oregon. Inset views of Eliot Glacier and Cloud Cap Inn on Mount
Hood. The recto contains extensive text and photos of Oregon and the
Columbia Valley, including a one-panel view of the Lewis & Clark
Exposition grounds. Issued by the Oregon Railroad & Navigation
Company in conjunction with the Union Pacific Railroad.
$950.00
281)(Washington State) Mason, Allen C., Map of the City of
Tacoma and Environs, Washington, Pacific Terminus N. P. R. R..
Tacoma: 1905. 90x68 cm. Large uncolored map of Tacoma, showing
the various additions and neighborhoods. Very good condition, with
small tears along the center fold and separations at fold junctions.
Some land owners identified.
$500.00

279)(California) Bekins Van and Storage, Official Map of Los
Angeles City. Los Angeles: c. 1905. 36x30 cm. Uncolored map is the
interior of a folding promotional brochure for this moving company.
Split along part of one horizontal fold. Small hole at one fold junction,
with loss of a block or two of map data. Street index at three corners of
map. The title on the front of the piece is: ‘The Latest City Map of Los
Angeles, Cal. - 'Earth's Garden Spot, Population 150,000' ‘ The piece is
dated by the population figure. Los Angeles had a population of about
100,000 in 1900, 300,000 in 1910. On the outside there is a wonderful
picture of Bekins' Los Angeles depot, showing horse-drawn moving
vans lined up. Aside from Bekins, there is no mapmaker.
$225.00
280)(Oregon/Washington) Oregon Railroad & Navigation Co., The
Columbia River Through the Cascade Mountains to the Pacific
Ocean. Portland: 1905. 110x46 cm. Long, very attractive map printed
on the verso of a promotional brochure distributed to publicize the
Lewis & Clark Centennial Exposition of 1905. Original wrappers. Very

282) (New York City) Hyde, E. Belcher, Map of the Borough of
Queens, City of New York. New York: 1908. 72x92 cm. Small linenbacked wall map with original rods, good to very good condition, with
a waterstain at top and bottom right corners, mild cracking and small
chips in non-text areas near the top. Some color, with some areas in
outline and small areas, such as parks and cemeteries, in full color.
Some larger land owners, mostly in the southern and western parts of
the county, are identified. Not found on NYPL on-line catalogue. Not
in OCLC which lists one holding of a 1905 issue of this map. $925.00
283) (South Dakota) Charles Mix County News, News Map of
Charles Mix County, South Dakota. Compiled and Drawn ... by E.
Frank Peterson, Lake Andes, S. D. Geddes, SD: 1909. 84x60 cm.
This is a most unusual map of this rural South Dakota county, laid
down and bound in three red leather folders, with titles (C. Mix Co.
East, Central, West) stamped on the outsides. Good to very good
condition. The Central section has some damage to a fold on the folder,
impacting a small area of the map on the Missouri River. Other light
wear and rubbing to bindings. The size of the map is approximate as
the map sheet has been cut to the irregular contours of the county to be

Details mining claims, with claimantes identified, in the area west of
Ely in east-central Nevada.
$475.00
289) (California) Southern Trust and Commerce Bank, Street Guide
and Road Map—San Diego City, County Southern California. San
Diego: c. 1920. 48x57 cm. Uncolored folding brochure, printed with
maps on both sides. The verso consists of a map of the City of San
Diego and Vicinity, with a street index around the edges. The recto is a
road map of Southern California, extending from Tehachapi in the
north to Needles and Yuma AZ in the east. The San Diego map was
copyrighted by Rodney Stokes; the other by Hicks & Borgnis $175.00

Item #282—Hyde, Map of Queens, New York
laid down in the folders. Hundreds of land owners identified. Printed
Maps of the Midwest 11-0176.
$650.00
284) (North Dakota) North Dakota Land Syndicate, Map of
Southeastern Part of North Dakota. Fargo: c. 1910. 50x34 cm.
Uncolored folding map of the southeastern section of North Dakota.
Back wrapper present, front wrapper lacking. Shows all or part of 22
counties, from McLean in the northwest to the southeastern corner of
the state. Features rail lines and water features.
$175.00
285)(Maine) Eldridge, George W., Chart F Kennebec River to Deer
Isle. Boston: 1914. 78x135 cm. Scarce chart of coastal Maine. Good
condition, with scattered very light staining, fraying at the edges.
Generally uncolored, though with some red lines printed on showing
the range and limits of lighthouse beacons. Excellent detail in the
water, little on land. An updated issue, copright 1912, of a longpublished chart.
$375.00
286)(Maine) Eldridge, George W., Chart G Penobscot Bay to
Machias. Boston: 1914. 86x145 cm. Sea chart of the northern section
of coastal Maine. Good condition, with some light staining and soiling,
fraying at the edges. Generally uncolored, though with some red lines
printed on showing the range and limits of lighthouse beacons.
Excellent detail in the water, little on land. A newly copyrighted issue
of a long-published chart, part of Eldridge's series of charts from New
York to Halifax.
$375.00
287) (Connecticut) Fowler, T. M., Aero View of Middletown,
Connecticut, 1915. Meriden: 1915. 63.5x90.2 cm. Scarce large bird'seye view of this town along the Connecticut River, home to Wesleyan
University. Uncolored. Some residue of waterstains at the bottom,
mostly in the margin but extending in a couple of spots into the text.
Otherwise very good. 33 views of buildings across the top and bottom,
over 150 names listed in an unnumbered business directory at the
bottom. Reps 571 (3 loc., also in Connecticut State Library). $850.00
288)(Nevada) Millard, Ed, Surveyed Claims Robinson Mining
District, Ely Nevada - Edition VII. Ely, NV: c. 1915. 33x60 cm.
Folding map in stiff printed boards. Uncolored, excellent condition.

290) (California) Pacific Southwest Trust & Savings Bank, Midget
Map of Redlands, California. Redlands: 1922. 25x30 cm. Very small
pocket map, uncolored, with maps on recto and verso. Fine condition.
The recto map is of the downtown area of Redlands, with railway and
trolley routes. The verso has a map of the Los Angeles area, showing
as far east as Elsinore and the San Bernandino Mountains.
$225.00
291)(Florida) Merrick, George E., Comprehensive Map of Coral
Gables. Miami: 1924. 49x49 cm. Partially colored map of a sizeable
portion of Coral Gables as it was being developed. The area, bounded
on the west by Red Road and on the north by S.W. 8th St., is the
northwest section of Coral Gables, above University of Miami.$425.00
292)(California) Pacific Southwest Trust & Savings Bank, Street Map
of Santa Monica, Ocean Park, Venice and Road Map of Southern
California. Los Angeles: 1925. 25x30 cm. Very small pocket map,
uncolored, with maps on recto and verso. Fine condition. The recto
map is of the downtown areas of Santa Monica, Ocean Park and
Venice, with major traffic arteries, canals, and Pacific Electric lines
identified. The verso is a "Motor and Relief Map of Southern
California: showing as far east as San Jacinto, south to Temecula, and
north to the Mojave Desert.
$250.00
293)(Long Island) Hyde, E. Belcher, Real Estate and Reference Map
of a Part of Suffolk County, Long Island - Westerly Part ... New
York: 1931. 176x156 cm. Very large 8-part map of the western part of
Suffolk County, including the Towns of Huntington, Smithtown,
Babylon and Islip. Does not include the Hamptons, but does cover
most of Fire Island. Restored, with modern linen backing to maps and
green cloth boards. Generally excellent condition, though with small
loss at some fold junctions. Huge amount of detail, with all major land
owners identified. Shows the Northern State Parkway, one of Robert
Moses’s first monumental projects, as a proposed road.
$1,500.00
294) (Florida) Brockway, George S. Street Map of Palm Beach,
Florida—Compliments of Palm Beach Chamber of Commerce, R.
L. Ray, Secretary. Palm Beach: c. 1940. 19x65 cm. Uncolored map of
Palm Beach. Very good condition, previously folded, two light stains at
left side. Dates from after 1935 as the Poinciana Golf Links have replaced the Royal Poinciana Hotel which was razed in 1935.
$250.00
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